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OITICAL INSJ!RuMENl!SF(E?HIGH AEMTUDE mIEAR TEms

THE J(WG-13 OFI!ICALINWRUMENl!SUBWCG

H. Milton Peek

ABsl!RAcl!

High speed cameraa and spectrographsare useful diagnostic tools in

nuclear weapons teats. Hfgb altitude weapona test applicationsrequire

new, advanced, sophisticateddesigns not usually available from estab-

lished commercial optical inetrumsntfirms. In 1964 an Optical Instru-

ment Subwcg of JUdCG-13 was establL8hedto promute the developmmt of new

fnstrumnts needed for weapons testing. Subwog work has resulted in de-

velopmmt of the following:

1.

2.

3=

40

5.

6.

7.

the Model 739 rotating-mirrorcam?ra, being develo@d at Lawrence

Rad.iation Laboratory. It till use an achromatic optical design de-

veloped by the United IKngdom Atomic Weapons Research Establishment

@ LOS Al~os Sctentlfic~b~toryj

the E 3.2image-commrter camera, a multMrama and streak mms?ra cape-

ble of 10-nsec exposures,designed and developed at AWRE. A commer-

cial unit, the Imcon, is available frcm John Hedland (P. I.), Ltd.;

the E 14 i.mge-convwter camras, very high spatial resolution camsras

unier developmentat AWRE;

SIREFS, a apace-resolving,fact framing spectrographdesigned and

built by AWRE;

the M 9 spectrograph,an f/2, high resolution epectrcgraph,designed

and built by the Regulus Co., now a subsidiaryof EGM3, InC.

a SC- l@bry-Fcmut titerferorm?terof 2-in. aperture, suitable for

use in jet aircraft, developed by AWREj and

an x-ray grating spectrographwhich successfullydiffracts x rays of

0.3- to 50-h wavelength,d.evelupedby AWRE and the UH National Phys-

ical Iaboratory.

Other problems under study by the Subwog include (1) an all-sky camera

capable of framing rates up to 1000 fps, (2) a near-infrared spectrograph

using infrared image Intensifiers,and (3) an f/1 scanningmonochrcmator

with 5-~Imn dispersion. Most of this work, i.ncludlnsfield testing and

evaluationby participatingJ~CS3 laboratories,will probably be ccsnplete

in about two years.

.
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During planning for the Los Alemos Scientific

Laboratory (Ma) optical experimentsfor operation

Dcssinic(1$62)it becam clear that s- important

phases of high altituie weapon physics could not be

investigatedbecause of a lack of optical instru-

ments with adequate time, spectral.,and spatial res-

olution. These shortcomingsbecame more evident

during and after the operationwhen analysis of the

results was started. In particular,the lack of two

general types of ixd%rmation,namly (1) very early

time photographswith sufficienttime resolutionto

show the size of the flreball and the Initial debris

distribution,ami (2) spectroscopicdata for wave-

lengths less than 3000 A, tie corre~tion of e~r-

imental and theoreticaldata difficult. Ikmbably

the beat examples of these problems am? the analysis

of the Bluegill event by Zinn= ami the continuing

analysis of the Checkmate event by Bethe2 and Sappen-

field.=

During 1$%3, at about the time of’the Multilat-

eral NucleU Test Ban Treaty, IASL turned to develop-

ment of the more sophisticatedoptical inatrmMnts

that would be needed in future teats. The moat im-

portant were (1) a c~ra achrasatic over the ~-

to gOOO-Awavelength range and capable of fractional

microsecondtime resolutionwith spatial resolution

limited only by atmospheric seeing condition, (2) a

spectr~ph capable of 10-Msec (or less) time reso-

lution with about 5-I spectralresolution,but also

capable of two4jamsional. apace resolution,and (3)

a continuous-writing,rotating-sdrrm cauma achro-

matic over the ~. to gOOO-1 wavelengthrange and

capable of a lo-~sec (or less) tire?resolution~ A

further requimmnmt was that these inatrumnts be

safely operable in #et aircraft.

Requestsi%.rproposalsto build these inslmu-

ments were sent to many suppliers of optical instru-

ments, includingthe British firms of Barr and

Stroud, Ltd. and John .Radland(P. 1.), Ltd. who, in

turn, referred the requests to the United Kingdan

Atanic Energy Authority’sAtanic Weapons Research

Establishment (AWRE), the principal British source of

optical instrumentdesigns of these types. These re-

quests led AWRE to propose to LASL the formation of

a w~~ group urxierthe sponscmhip of JWCG43.

The group’a mission would be to formulate specifica-

tions for optical instrumentsneeded for nuclear

test applications,to determinewhether such instru-

ments could be obtained frun casmercial sou=es,

and, if not, to recosmeti how such instrumentscould

be developed within the participatinglaboratories.

This group, the optical Instrument Subwcg of JCtWG-

13, had its first meeting at AWRE, AldemwAxm, on

April 21 to 22, 1964. They have rmt six times

since, moat recently at AWRE on October 8 to 10,

1968. (SeeAppemilx A fm? a list of Subwcg member-

ship and meetings.)

This report describes SubWog efforts to prasote

the develcqxmmt of optical instrumentsfor use in

nuclear testing and discusses applicationsof speci-

fic instrummts, specificationsand performance of

Instrumentsthat have been developed,the status of

instrumenta still being developed, and possible fu-

ture work.

0P21CAL FZYSICS OF N7XLEAR EXPL&IONS

optical instrumentsand techniques have been

used for many yeare to obtain diegnoetic Information

from sea level nuclear tests; e.g., hyd.r~c

yield is obtained from the dimensionaltime history

of the fireball as recorded by cam?a?as. Other d.l.ag-

noatic data have been determined frun tiresresolving,

interferencefL1.temd photan?terswhich record the

air fluorescence induced by the gamma-ray output of

the basb. The extent to which optical techniques

have been used in diagnosticsand weapon effects ex-

periments in high altitude tests is not well lomm,

perhaps because of the relatively few high altltwie

teats conducted.

Knowledge of the various @encmena which can

occur in high altitude nuclear explosions is essen-

tial in planning the development of new ti~r’uR=~s.

one climsificationof these phencnx?nacan be made by

folhwing the time history of the energy release

frcm the basb and its coupling to the atmosphere.

Gesm, x-ray, and neutron emissions are essentially

ccmplete In the fhet microsecond after detonation.

For a “ncmfnal”baab of the type described by Glas-

Stone,4 the praspt ganma- and neutron-radiationpath

lengths correspondto the atmoapherlc column density

above about 30 km, i.e., 2 to 3 x 10a cs?/g. Con-

sequently,if the burst altitude is above 9 km,

there Is a eigniflcantvolunm of the atmos~era in

.
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which fluorescenceia induced by abmrption of gan-

mas and neutrons,but this fluorescenceis ahort-

llved. At lower burst altituiee, fluorescenceIs

confined to a much smaller volume, e.g., at aea lev-

el a sphere of about 300 meters radius. For a ncmi-

nal bcmb only a few percent of the total y%eld Is

radiated as gammas and neutrons. However, scme

three quarters of the total yield is radiated as x

rays whoee pth lengths correspondto atmospheric

column density above about 100 km. Consequently,if

the burst occurs much abwe 104Ikm, a Imge volume

of air at altitudes near 100 km ia stronglyexcited

and significantair fluorescenceoccure. However,

if the burst occure much lower than 100 km, the x

rays are absorbed close to the burst point in a

nearly sphericalregion which ie highly ionized and

heated. This region of excited air is called the

x-ray fireball. The energy in the x-ray fireball

interactswith the still undisturbedair farther

from the burst point and resul’tain radiative expan-

sion of the fireball and hydrodynamicmotion of the

heated air in the fireball..All these phencssenaare

observableby well-knowntechniques of high speed

@mtography and spectroscopy.

Followingthe pranpt radiationsthere remains

the baiibdebris which carries about a quarter of the

total bomb yield as kinetic energy. Several debris-

related phenacens can be studiedby optical tech-

niques. one is the very early motion of the debris,

e.g., the dieaseembly of the weapon case during

which direction and velocity are impcrtant. Whether

such observationsare successfuldepends not ooly on

the characteristicsof the optical inetrumnts, but

also on the burst altitude. In prticular, the

burst altitude must be high enough that essentially

no x-ray fireball is formal, or at least that the

x-ray fireballbe opticallythin for those wave-

lengths used to observe the debris motion. Another

importantphenomenon is the em.lssionof ionizing ul-

traviolet red~ationby both the debris end the mix-

ture of debris wfth swept-upah that ie created in

the early motion. This is important in understand-

ing the energy partitioningof the total yield, but

perhaps more importantbecause the ionizingmdia-

tlonmay get far enough frcmthe burst to cause wlde-

epread, long-livedblackout for HF and radar frequen-

cies. The “ultravioletfireball” of the Checlomte

test of Daninic Is probably the best example ofthls

phenomenon.

Two otherclosely related phenanena are the de-

bris motionas it mixes with or “snowplowe”into the

alr and the subsequentformation and motion of the

shock generatedby the debrie-alr nclxture. Again,

depa~ on the burst altitude, the early motion

and mixing of the debris with the air may not be ob-

served unless the x-ray fireball is absent or trans-

parent to (usually)vlslble wavelengths. If the

early motion is not ob6ermble, then the riret sign

of these phencrnemaIs the appearance of the debrie-

genereted shock ~uet after it has caught up with the

shock generated by the heating from the x-ray depo-

sition. However, as burst altitude increases and

air density decreaaee, the debris/debris-airchock

phenomenon smy not occur. Instead, only a piston or

debris-eir snowplow ia evident. At still higher al-

titudea, the snowplow is herd to detect by optical

msans, and other techniques are required to study

the debris motion.

Detailed observationsof these phenozma are

Important in understandingthe interaction of the

bomb debris with the geonBgnetic field. At effi-

ciently high altitudes this gecmiagneticinteraction

leads to still another phenommon, namely, the for-

mation of ionized regions, somet~s called “pan-

cakes,” at the northern and southern magnetic conju-

gate points along the gecamigneticfield line through

the burst. That 1s, the fission betes aml debris

ions travel along geomagnetic field I.ineeto the

north and south ad are captured in the atmosphere

at dffferent altitudes depending on theix energy.

The radiation resulting from beta or debris ion cap-

ture in the atmosphere is similar in wavelength dis-

tribution to the air fluorescenceinduced by x-ray

absorption. However, the “pancake”radiation lasts

for a while because of the spread In velocfty of the

debris and concomitantbetaa: e.g., for the Starfish

teat the northern con~ugate pncakes wae recorded by

cEUMras ror severalminutes after burst. These geo-

magnetic interactionpheno=na are important in mis-

sile defense system problems because of their effects

cm radar tranemlssion.

The remaining hqmrtant nagnetic phenammn is

the late tine motion of the debris for altitudes at

which the debris kinetic energy is deposited in

5
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regions close to burst point, i.e., tithin a few

tens of kikxnaters. For the8e altitudeathere ia a

stific-t debris or debris-hotair cloti which

cools aa it rises. This cloud nay have mfficlent

ion and electron density to black out HF W radm

transmission,and, depending uponburat altitude,

may re?min significantlyionized for msny minutes aa

it rices a!xlspreads slowly along geamgnetic field

lines.

While there cme other optically obsemmble phe-

n~ne which my be nnre or less impartantthan

those nrmtioned here, this discussion should serve

as a background for the tietruusmtdesign problems

consideredby the Subwcg. It wild.be obvious, sub-

sequently,that many of the inatrumnts studied are

useful not only in high altitude nuclear testing

studiesbut also in low altitude, or even under-

ground, nuclear teats and in other experimentswhere

bright, rapidly changing sources are studied.

OPIYCAL IN91?RUMENl!S

The instrumentneeded for nuclear test applica-

tions to provide spectral-aqd tiUE!-rei301Vedphoto-

g=phs of the b* COti be caned a “~ctr*e-

bcmbograph.n However, because of the wide wave-

length range and the required wavelength resolution,

and because of the Im?ge time spread and the required

tire?resolution, it is not possible to build a single

instrumentthat mets all requirenmts. Therefcm,

the problem must be solvedby devising mu? set of

instrumentshaving diffem.?mtapsctral,time, ami

spatial.resolution capabilities. This set will be

cunpoeed of camams, spectrographs,and phot~ters

or radiam?tera. By a camra we nmm a device that

makes and records an -e of a source, generally in

scabsbroad range of wavelengths, on photographic

film or on some other detector that affords two-di-

msnsional apace resolution. By a spectrographwe

rsxm a device that nsNces(usually)a narrow band rec-

ord of the radiance dletributionat the extrance

aperture of the device; i.e., an ordinary 81it spec-

trograph 1s an inat~nt that mikes wavelength-re-

aolved pictures of the entrance slit on phot~phic

film. Spectrcgraphausually have apace reaolutlon

only in the direction of the slit length, but if as-

tignntiem and other aberrationsam large, even this

spatial resolution capabtl%tymay be missbg. By a

photaneter,better called a radicm?ter,we mean a

device that =asuraa the light flux falllng on its

entrance aperture. A radicmater has spectral reso-

lution determinedby the band pass of a filter in

ita optical path, but it does not have spatial reso-

luliion. Cameras and epectr~ph8 usually achieve

time resolutionby two methods: sweepingthe inm6e

across a stationaryfilm, and moving the film past a

stationaryimage. lh general, the former technique

is capable of much higher time resolutionthan the

latter. In radicmeterathe time resolution capabil-

ity canes frcm the time response capability or band-

width of the photoelectrictransducer and electronic

s-1 conditioningequipment used to record the ra-

dicsnaliersignal.

Because it is difficult to get, simultaneously,

spatial, spectral,end time resolution, camerasare

moat often used to take tim?-resolvedphotographs

frcm which the spatial distributionof source racli-

ance may be obtained. The mdiance date usually

have little or no spectralresolution. Depending on

the tiresresolution and the field of view of the

camsra, these photographs can provide information

about early debris motion, radiative expansion, hy-

drodynamics,intermediateto late time debris motion,

and nmgnetic effects. Slit or slitless spectrographs

(givingeither one-dimensionalor no 8patial resolu-

tion) era used to give data on the source spectrum.

The extent to which the spectraldate @ the came~

data are comparable end complemmtary depemls on the

tire?resolution capabilitiesof the spectr~aphs,

their fields of view, and the temporal and spatial

rates of change of the source spectrum. Redicmeters

are moat useful wlxm the spatial and spectral char-

acter of the source me essentially known and it is

requlmd to meaaum the ti@n history of the light

s-l in the field of view of the instrument. Frob-

ably the beet example of this kind of experiment la

the tim history of the x my or gamm induced ah!

fluorescence. Other examples are etudtes of late

debris motion atxlmagnetic I.nteractlonswhich result

in widespread excitation of well known atmospheric

emiesion lties as w1l as the line spectrum of the

excited debris ions.

Table I describes a set of instrumentswhich

can be used to study high altittie nuclear weapons

effects. Some are camaarciallyavailable; ease are
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prototypes, and the others are still being designed.

Each tabulated Instrumnt in which the Sub~ has

been involved la described in detail below. Other

instruments,not usually called cemerae or apectro-

graphe.,which are useful in high altitwie weapona

effects experinmnta are also described.

cameras

Mcdel 739 Camera. The Mcdel 739 carom+ IS in-
tended to provide dimensionalati radicimtricdata

on the fact, early time radiative expansia of the

x-ray fireballand the early debris motion. The

most Impotiant epacificationaare frame rates up to

about 3 x 105 fps with exposure durations aa short

as 1 ~eec. Another importantcharacteristicis that

the camera optical system be achromatic over the

wavelength range frcm 3000 to 9000 1; thus, the cam-

era will be eensitiveto wavelengthsranging frcm

the ozone atmosphericcutoff at about 3000 A to the

long wavelength limit of aenaitivityfor film emul-

sions normelly used in field experiments. The me-

chanical design must be such that the c~ra Is safe

to opamte in high altitude jet aircraft; i.e., if

the rotating mirror should rupture, the housing will

contain the resulting fragm?nts so that they will

not puncture the aircraft skin.

Design of such a camera was started in 1964.

The initial work resulted in two proposals frcsnthe

Beckmn-Whitley Corp. The fIret was almost entizx?ly

a reflecting optical system, the only refracting

c~~e~ be@ a q-z wedge said to be an aberra.

tion corrector. This proposal was rejected by the

Subwcg because (1) it was doubtful that the design

would meet epacifications and (2) the Beclnmsn-Whit-

ley Corp. was not able to demonstratethe required

compliance,even though It was said that a prutotypa

or breadboard model of the optical system had been

built and teeted to epecificatione. The second pro-

posal was essentiallyan all refracting system which

contained so much glass that the effective wavelength

range of sensitivitycut off at about 4000 k. I%is

proposal was also rejected.

Subsequentwork at AWRE led to the conclusion

that a nearly optimum design would be similar to the

IASL Model 6 or Model 7 cameras designed by Brixner.e

Further work by Barnard S. Rrown at AWRE resulted in

the constructionof a single Ilzunebreadboard model

(i.e.,a straightthrough system without a rotating

mirror ) that eeenwl to give god resolution. Since

then Lawrence Radiation Iaboratca’y(IRL) has under-

taken adaptation of the prelhinary Am achromatic

deoign to a canplete prutotype canma, using mchan-

ical designs arkiconstructionand testing techniques

developed at IRL in their work with Model 6 canmras.

Preliminary,probably overly optimistic,plans call

for construction of the prototype (but not full

testing) to be ccmplete by summr of 1959.

slow All-sky Camera. Experience during the

high altitwie events in the Dominic test series and

in several more recent field experiments showed that

the use of the so-called fiaheye lenses on etamiard

35-Imnc-ras, e.g., the Flight Research “Multidata”

camera, gave almost ue.elesaphotographsbecause of

small image eize (only6-mm diem), distortion,and

lack of resolution. Other undesirable features were

the emall aperture (f/6) of the lenses available,

and the lack of film transport mechanisms capable of

a variety of inter- times.

At the request of IASL, work was started at

EGdG about 1965 to get a reliable, f/1, 70-mm all-

sky camera. After lengthy negotiationwith possible

manufacturers,it became clear that such a camera

was essentially a “state-of-the-art”problem which

would require considerabledevelcqmmmt. In October

1968, E&O let a contract with the Facific optical

Division of Chicago Aerial Industries, Inc. The re-

sultant canwwa, the ~-71, will provide a 5b-mm

diem image on 70-nm film, will have an aperture of

f/1, and will have interfram rates up to 4 fps.

The field of view of the lens is 16P. It is expec-

ted that the first camera will be delivered to EG&G

for testing by sunmr of 1%9.

Fast All-Sky Camera. In addition to the rather

slow all-sky camera described above, it is highly

desirable to have a considerably faster framing rate

capability. The difficult optical design problem is

a wide field of view lens with a long back focal dis-

tance. If this could be solved, a fast acting shut-

ter mechanism such as a rotating prism, perhaps with

a rotating disk, could be placed between the back

lens element and the fooal surface.

Following discussion of this problem at the

sixth Subwcg meting in March 1968, Colin Reid of

AWRE made a protot~ lens with a field of view of

about 150°, f/5 aperture, and about 50-mm back focal

7
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‘TableI. Optical Instrunentafor High Altituie Nuclear Weapons Effects Experiments

A. PhotcgrephicCameras

Maximum
Pram? Rate

Name _@?Q_

Mcdel 739 Camera 3 x 105

Dynafax Model 317

Fhutosonics4B

2 x 104

3 x 10s

Rmtosonics 10B 360

l%st All-S@ Cam?ra 10W

Mitchell, High Speed 100

Pulse Came= 10

slow m-sky Calmra 4

Frank?Rate
Name ~

E12 6 )( 107

E14G

6EZ4

E 16

E 17

8

(a)

(a)

single

(a)

10-e f/20 35

10-e

lo-s

10-=

10-4

f/n 35

f/2 35

f/4

f/5

f/2

?/1

70

70

35

70

4 x 10-= f/1 70

B. Image Converter Camemm

mq&%&se
(sac)

~(ya

~&7

10-7

unsated

(a)

Aperture

f/1

f/m

f/20

f/1.2

r/1.4

Film
Size

-@Q_

35

70

70

sheet
film

sheet
film

Size

4!4-

15 diem

18x24

18 X 24

57 x 57

50 diem

18 )(24

58 x 58

54 diem

Remarks

Rotating mirror type, ach-
rcmsvticover ~- to
WOO-Awavelengthrange.

Rotating mirror type mule
by Beclumn+hitley.

Rotating prism with disk
shutter, 1000-ft film ca-
pacity, made by Fhotosonics
Corp.

%%:% l%%?:::
pacity.

Lens being developed in
SubwoS, minimum field of
view 100°, requires “long”
back focal distance to al-
low for ehutteringand
film motion.

Modified camnercialmodel
of exieting movie camera
mule by Mitchell Camra Co.

Cam?ra does not exist; must
be reliable, trouble fYee
for field tisej pulse thi~
fran 10 frames per sec to
much slower.

Field of view 165°; camera
being built by EGc and
Rcif ic optical Corp●

Rennrka

Spatial resolutionabout 5 lp/nsn;
can also be used to streak to give
time resolution of better than 10-10
sec.

Spatial resolution limited by atmos-
pheric seeing; Intexxiedfor ground
baaed uee.

Aircraft mounted instrument; field
of view 3°j ah frSllx?8.

huge intensifier camera for use with
SH@RW Model 1 Imge converter cam-
era; exposure gain of 60j l-in.
aperture.

Continuous access circular streak
camra.
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Table I. optical Inatrumsntafor High Altittie Nuclear Weapons Effects Experiments (continued)

C. Spactrcgraphe

Wavelength

NaIm A~ = c%r (A)
Reeolut.ion

Renmrka

SFREFS f/3.4 50 3000-9000 5 Space resolving, framing epectro-
mph; naximum apeed 10= fps.

M9 f/2 2 tog 2ooo-gooo 0.01 - 0.1 Optically fast, high diqeraion-
one frame covers at least 1200-1
wavelength range In a 25-mm circu-
lIU field On 35-IMUfilmj CEUI be
used framing to give eqosures of
several ~sec with interfram times
of several meet.

(a) See detailed descriptionsIn text.

distance. The lens was shown at the seventh meting

in October 1%8, but no teat results were available

then. No definite plans for develops?nt of the cam-

era can be tie until this prototype lens has been

evaluated.

Image Converter Cameras

E K. The AWRE E 12 image converter camera waa

not specificallyintended for high altitude weapona

test applications;it was being developed at AWRE7~e

before %he Subw@j was started. The E X2 camra uses

~ -e convear tube ori@aalJy designed by wca-

ters and Chippendalesand subsequentlyproduced by

several British tube canpanles. The tube is unique

in tnat it has shutterplates as well as deflecticm

plates. Both sets of plstes are used In framing,

while only the deflectionplates ems used to record

streaks.

The E 12 camera system demlopad at AWREIO}*

ccmbines the fore-opticalsystem (to Imge the

source on the image converterphotocathode), the im-

age convertertube with driving and control elec-

tronic eyatema, and the camra optical system which

imzges the phosphorescentscreen of the image con-

verter tube onto the film. Prfic@al characteris-

tics of the syatam are: fore-opticsaperture is

f/1.2, image tube cathcde is 20 x 20 mu, Image tube

internaluagnificatfonis a factor of two, phosphor

screen area is 40 x 80 nun,and camera optics aper-

ture is f/1 with a 2:1 reduction. Electronic d.rivf.ng

and control circuitry developed at AWRE provides

freming rates as high as 2 x 107 fps with an expo-

sure duration one fifth of the interfraue timej 1.e.,

2 x 107 fps implies 50 nsec between frax?s and an

exposure duration of 10 nsec. In addition, the num-

ber of framsa can be adjusted to cover the entire

phosphor screen area. A typical arrangementwould

be to give eight frames, each fram? being 20 x 20 mm

cm the screen. Typical resolution is about 5 lp/mm

at the shortest exposure times, and about 10 lp/mm

for exposure t-s of the order of 1 Wsec. The cam-

era has also been used in streak mode, in which case

the fore-opticsis changed to incltie the streaking

slit and en additional lens to re-image the slit on-

to the photocathcde. The streakingelectronics

equipment allows streak rates of up to about

1.5 mm/nsec on the phosphor screen. Thus, if the

light source being photographedhas sufficientradi-

ance, the tinm resolution achieved in streak mcde

can be as short aa 1/15 nsec, i.e., better than

1o-1o sac.

Three E 12 cam?ras with streak electronics were

used by LASL in a plaams diagnostics experiment in

3une lg6’7. For this experiment,the cauwa part of

the optics was changed so that the photograph of the

phosphor screen was reduced 5:1 frcm the screen size.

Two of the camerae w=% used to @otograph the focal

plane of an f/1 ~ctrograph, thus serving as streak

epectr~pha. In all parts of this experiment,

quantitative calibrationswere made to allow radio-

metric analysis of the experimentalreaulta.
* See Appendix B for reprints of these referancea. \
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Detailed descriptionsof these teats, along with re-

productions of the Imge convarbr canmra films,

have been given by Zavattaro et O1..11

Further developmmt work in ~ at John

Hedland (P.I.), Ltd. has prodUCSd the Insioonya ccxn-

mercial varsion of the AURE E 12 camera. There are

few essential differencesbetween the E 12 d the

Imacon, the moat useful being that the ebctronic

circuitrythat changes the fmum rate is lntir-

changeable in the Imacon. u addition,the Quality

control of the bege convertertubes used in the

camera has been significantlyimproved. The Izwxm

usee the type P 8s6 tube made cammrcially by Eng-

lish Electric Valve, Ltd.

E lb. The E 14 camera Is idmded for very

high spatial resolutionphotography,e.g., determin-

ation of the initial motion of the weapon case and

bcmb debris in the firet few microaecomisafter det-

onation. The princfpal limitation in such photog-

raphy is atmospheric “seeing,”usually given as, at

beet, 2 sac of arc or about 1 part In 10s; i.e., fa”

a bcmb at 100 km altitude,atmospheric eeelng would

probably limit spatial resolutionto about 1 m?ter.

Since very pr~ baub debris may havu velocities

approaching109 cm/eec, the desired tim mzmolution

capabi13.tyof the E 14 cenrtrais 10-7 sac.

Experience with aircraft-baaedinztruzs?ntein

high altitude weapon testing has led to the rule of

thti that a wull-trained-W can accuratelyposi-

tion the aircraft at the desired tiresso that opti-

cal inatrumnts with fields of view of at least ~

have a good chance of getting the dedred data.

Fields of view of lees than 3° require tracking or

8dXXXM3tiC p08%%i- devices. l!hefid.d Of ViOV

for growl-baaed instrumentswithout tracking aids

should be about 1°; tith tracking aid. raadlly Sdap-

table to nuclear teat instrumentationthe useful

field of view can probably be decreased to 1/2°. Cm

the bada of these ideas, lt was decided to design

two different types of E 14 c~ras. ~, the

6 E 14, will have a ~ field of tiew with an en.

trance apertuxw not larger than 10 in. This lnatru-

mant is intended for aircraft mounting● TW other,

the E 14 G, will have a I/# field of view and will

require considerablymore apace than the 6 E 14;

therefore, it is intended for ground-baaeduse.

ScharUn” and others=#M have shown that dif-

fractia effeots limlt the maolubion that can be

realized in a rotating *or camera. The msgnttwle

of the effect depends on the size and rotational

speed of the mirror. A simple expression given by

Davis= shows that the total number of resolved line

pairs In the frame ie equal to 1.600t, where t is

the expoaura duration for the tram in microseconds.

For the E 14 camaran this gives 160 line pairs, or,

roughly, 320 lines. But the required resolution in

the E 14 G is also given by the total field of view

divided by the required angular resolution; i.e.,

1/2° (or l/120th of a radian) divided by l/lOs (or

10-5) radians per lb, which gives a value of about

103 lines required In the frame. Thus, a rotating

mirror canm?a cannot be made to give the resolution

~fid for the E 14 G camera. (Theprincipal I.im-

itation is the strength of the rotating mirror mate-

rial.) Because the desired field of view for the

6 E 14 is about six times as large as that for the

E 14 G, these 13.miliationswould not apply and it

might be feasible to dasign a rotating mirror camera

for aircraft-baaedwork.

Realizing theze limitations,AWRE in 1%4

startedto design and build an image converter tube

that would provlda the reqwbad resolutla. The

init%al design goal was a tube with about ti-mn

anode diameter in which the total number of resolved

lines wmild be about -, with little or no varia-

ticm of resolution across the total field. This

work led to the devalopa?nt of the AURE type El?U.

image convertertube,10 ~ ~fc~ design for the

E 14 G, and both xo?chanicaland optical designs for

the 6 E 14 c~ra.l=~*

Each optical system consists of a telescope to

image the nource onto the convex @wlmcathode of the

IX U iansa tube ml a camera lens with field flat-

tener which re-images the convex anode phosphor

screen of the tube onto the film. For the E 14 G,

the teleecope is a Gregorian design working at about

f/20; for the 6 E 14, the telescopeis a folded, re-

flecting, off-axis, Schmidt design working at f/20.

Neither denign has moving Inuge devices nor moving

fihj a S- pictura in cbtained fran each sepa-

rate lznge tube. The sequence aml gating electronic

%ea Appeml.ixB for raprtits of these references.

.
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circuitry is straightforwamland provides a wick

range of exposuree ti times between picturee.

The m?chanlcaldesign of the E 14 G has been

deferred until completion of the much more diffi-

ctit 6 E 14. The 6 E 14 consists of SIX separate

optical channels,each with its Schmidt telescope,

with the entrance pupilB arrauged so that the enve-

lope of the pupils fits inside a 10-in. diem circle.

The Instrument structure8180 contains an =-54

type photoelectricdetector (designedand built by

EGdG) which triggers the start of the first frame.

The detector makea a very fast-risingpulse of about

10 V amplitude within 10 nsec of the time that the

IrradLance on the multiplierphotooathodereaches a

specifiedthresholdvalue. This threshold can be

varied by ss?ansof an adjustable aperture and lens

stop in the optical system In front of the photomul-

tiplier. The rest of the 6 E 14 Includes a camra

lens with 70-mm film transport for each image tube.

AWRE has built a prototype 6 E 14 camera which

includes the Schmidt optical system for only one

frass?. Completion of this prototype requires solu-

tion of resolutionproblems which have arisen in the

development of the IE Il.image tube. !l!eetsshow

that the tube has the required resolution cm.lyfor

exposure durations longer than about 1 Msec. If the

exposure?duratim is made to be, say, 1/4 Vsec, the

resolution decreasesby about a factor of four.

Further efforts will be made to solve theee problems,

but the outccme is uncertain. one conclusionwould

be to forego the O.1 psec requirementand settle for

an exposure duration of about 1.0 Wsec. Then the

best solutionmight be a rutating mirror canEre be-

cause, accordingto Davis’= analysis, an optimally

designed notating mirror c-re can give 16OO lines

resolution across the frarm?in the time dfiction

for a l.o-~sec exposure.

E M. The E 16, another camera designed ami

built by AWRE, is a simgle frame Imge intensifier

casx?radesigned for use with the Sl!L/TRWModel 1 im-

age converter camera. The Image tube is the RCA

type 6914 which has an aperture of about 1 in. dtam.

The relay lens which re-images the imsge tube phos-

phor screen onto the k x 5 in. film has an f/1.2

aperture. Two Instrmm?ntswere made by AWRE and

lent to AEC laboratorieswhe?% tests show that the

camera provides an exposure increase of a factor of

60. Buiith~e exposure gain Le at the expense of

resolution,which at beet is about 5 lphnn.

E 17. The E 17 casera, a modification of the

E IX!,provides a contl.nuoua circular sweep of the 2x

sw@fid iISSSeof the image converter cathcde. The

sweep does not rotate the image about the center of

the aaode, rather, spatial relationshipsin the

cathode image are preserved as the image mwes along

the circular path on the anode. The desired timee

for one revolution are 1, 10, and 100 Wsec. one

prototype E 17 camera with a l~~sec, nearly circu-

lar sweep has been made by AURE and lent to IRL for

testing. The tests led to som design hprovesmts

which were incorporatedinto a second prototype cam-

era now being tested at AWRE. The first camera will

be returned to AWRE for mcdification. Future cam-

eras of this type should probably be made in the USA

using the image converter tubes now cosssercial.ly

available in the UK (EnglishElectric Valve, Ltd.

type P 856 Shattering Imsge Tube).

Spectrcgrapha

SFREFS. The SEREPS is a

ing epectrcgraphintended for

spectroscopyof high altitude

source of comparable radiance

space-resolving, fram-

fast time resolution

bureta or any other

In which spatial reso-

lution is important. SFREFS is an f/3 spectrograph

with 50-~mm dispersion,wavelength coverage from

3000 to 9QO0 A on 5-in.-tide film, suimum frame

rate of 105 fps (no dead time between frames), and

about 950 framae maximum (beforerewrite). Spatial

resolution Is obtained using a fiber optics image

transform and optical system which transforms a

circular field of view Into a rectangularpattern at

the entrance slit of the spectrograph. The design

was invented at the AWRE.16,*

The Mk I version of SPREFS was built by AWRE to

prove the optical and mechanical design concepts.

This imtrunmrt was made available to IRL for tests

in JanuaI’Y1967, - was moved to L4SL for further

testing in JWy 1967. The tests showed that the de-

slsn meets specifications,and led to some improve-

ments in the Mk II version now being built at the

AWRE. The Mk II instrument will include an autosm-

tic sequencingcontrol system to enable remote oper-

ation frcm a central control area where many similar

*See Appendix B for a reprint of this reference.
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timing @ control operationswould occur. yet to

be Ccinpletedis a demonstrationthat the housing i8

strong enough to contain all the fragm?nts should

the high speed drum or rotating mirror disintegrate

during a run. AWRE expects to ccmplete and test the

Mk II protot~ by mid-lg69; it will then be made

available to USA participantsfor further evaluat-

ion.

Figure 1 is anAWRE cutaway drmdng of the

principal parts of the Mk I veraion (theMk II is

similar);Fig. 2 is an AWRE drawing that shows the

correspondencebetween image transformer fibers ami

the flbpl~ej - Fig. 3 is anAWRE sche~tic of

the optical oceqxmenta of the spectrograph. Detailed

descriptions of this instrumenthave baen givenby

w~er~ and AllieOn.x7

~. The M9 apectrcgraphis a high spectral

resolution, opticallyfast spectrographthat uaea

crossed dispersion gratings to give IJ200~ or mom

wavelength coverage in a single exposure covering a

25-MdisIu circle on 35-mmfilm. The spatial resol-

ution in the inmge is better than 4 V; the disper-

sion depends on wavelength,being about 2 ~mm at

2000 hand about 8 ~mmat 8000 ~. T%US, the epac-

tral resolutionvaries frcm about 0.008 ~at 2000 A

to about 0.03 A at 8QO0 A. me gewtrical aperture

of the spectrographia f/2, but the vertically dis.

persing grating and the convex mirrcm of the camera

cause a b$ central obscurationso that the effec-

tive aperture is about f/3. Figure k ia a plan view

optical schematic of the inatnnm?nt,W Fig. 5 Is

an enlargement of a ~ical spectrogram. The M9

spectr~raph can be made into a framing spectrograph

by using a rotating slotted disk Just in front of

the entrance slit along with a transport mechanism

that moves film thro~ the film plane. To avoid

overlappingomlers in the spectrqpam, the ratio of

time between -s to exposuxw duration of a single

fram? must be greater then about ~. Equipnent of

this type haa been m!xb which allowe expoaum dura-

tions as short ae about 5 vaec.

The Mg spectrcgrqh was designed and built by

C. J. Silvernailat the Regulus Co. in San Diego,

Calif. Two instrumentswere built (me ia at SASL

and the other Is DASA property condgned to E&W, Inc.,

Bedford, Mass.) before the Regulua Co. waa purchased

by E. H. Plesset Co., an EGW subsidiary. Future

avail.abillty of the M9 Is uncertain.

other Inatnnnsnts

In addition to cam?ras and epectrogrephathe

Subwog has been involved in the development of other

optical Inatru!a?mts,nauxsly,an airborne scanning

Fabry-arut interfercsmter,a grazingincidence

grat~ epactr~ph for x rays in the 0.3- to w-A

wavelength range, a near—infmred spectrograph,and

an Optically-fatiscanningmonoebroxWmr.

Airborne Scarming Fabry-Beret Interfercunater.

Optical.dtagnotrticutudies of the late-tti debris

in high altitude nuclear explosions require en in-

atrum?ntwith high spectralresolution (typically

about 0.01 A), high sensitivity,and a wavelength

scanningmchanism. These requirementscan be sat-

isfied beat by interferaneters,but it is very dif-

flcult to make a scanning interferanetersufficient-

I.YNES8d - rigid to operate in the vibrating en-

vtionmnt of a jet aircraft. Considerablework has

been done at AWRE in developing a vibration-resist-

ant, scanningFabry-Perot interfercmWar of l-in.

aperture that can be scanned at rates from about

10 maec to as slow as 100 sec for one order. Two

diffennt scanningmechanisms wert! used, piezoelec-

tric and magnatoatrictive. Teats of prototypes of

both deslgms showed that the vibration problems

could be solved; the interferaneterretains its high

resolution when mbjected to the vibration in a jet

aircraft flying at ~,000 to 40,000 i%. However,

the megnetostrictivedesign was unsatisfactoryin

that the center wavelength drifted if the Instrument

was operatad for more than a few minutes. This

drift is almoat certainly due to thermal expansion

of the ap%cers. The piezcelectricdesign had an un-

desirable torsional resonance. Although the initial.

designs failed to meet specificationsfor airborne

operation,the instrumentsare still of interest be-

cause they are considerablymore stable than other

scanning Fabry-l%rot interferamter designs.

A second design now being built at AWRE incor-

porates the best features of both earlier designs in

a 2-in.-aperture Inetrumnt. This one till be

piezcelectric scanning In a very rigid mount similar

to that used on the first mgnet ostrictivedesign.

This new design will be tested by AWRE in l@rch 1969

l.nan e~rlnmnt

12
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Fig. 1. SFREFS Mk I (AWREdrawing).
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resonance lines of l?a+produced in a high altitude

chemical release. If this design proves successful,

further work will be done to develop scanning inter-

fermseteraof 3- to 5-in. aperture.

X-R~ Grat~ spectrograph. The AWRE, in co-

operationwith the UK National Fhyaical Laboratory

(NPL)and the UK AESE at HSX’WSIJ.,have designed end

built a photcgra~ically recomiing, grazing inci-

dence, concave grating spectrcgra~ for use in the

0.3- to 50-A wavelength range. The unique charac-

teristic of the gratings,made by a special process

at NPL, is that they succeaefullydiffract photcma

of such short wavelength. This is in contrast to

any similar gratings made by others, which do little

but scatter wavelengthsless than about 5 ~. Other

characteristicsof the epsctrographare: concave

~t~ rSdiUS of curvature, 5.0 m; Rowland Cil?d.a

radius of inetrumnt, 2.5 m; angle of incidence ei-

ther 10, 20, or ko min of arc fran Srezingj and

grating ruling frequency,300 Mnes/mm. Fk3cause of

the optical properties of concave gratings, the size

of the instrumentis considerablylaSE than one

might suppose frcuithe grating radius: the finished

instrumsnt is about k x 6 x 18 in., exclusive of the

vacuum pumping system. Early results obtained with

such gratings have been discussed by Franks aud

Lindsey.
la Additi- work by =er

‘e shows that

the resolutionat 5 1 varies from about 0.05 to

about O.1 ~ depending on the thickness of film emul-

sion used. The effective aperture of the instruzsmt

is about f/1000. The zk?as~d grating efficiency is

about 10$, and agrees well with expectationbased on

scalar diffractiontheory.

AWRE is now building four such instrwa?nta,tuo

of which will be lent to LASL and IRL early in 1969.

Both instrumentswill have photographicfilm detec-

tors, but this limitation is expected to be remwed

when en AWRE-designed@otoelectric detector mount

beccmes available. This detector mount will anti

plecemsnt of up to 3.2separate solid state chips

along the Rowland focal surface.

Becauae the NFL gratings are very scarce, one

condition imposed on use of the Instrumentslent by

AWRE la that the epectrogra~s must be used so as to

pmecltie damage to the grating. This restriction

will- limit weapons test applicaticms,but there are

many alternative uses of such a unique tistrumnt,

such as I.abnratory calibrations of x-ray detectore

and fluors. A larger supply of gratings may becmm

available as a nwult of a contract between the Im-

perial College, London, and Hilger and Watts. This

contract, tie in October 1968, calls for the manu-

facture of 30 gratings during the subsequentyear.

If the 30 gratings are made, it may be possible to

develop rocket-bornex-ray grating spectr~ters

that would be valuable in high altitude weapons

testing.

Near—InfraredSpectrograph. M+ny important as-

pects of late tizm, high altitude debrie motion are

best studiedby msasurmn?nts of the infrared emis-

sion frcsnthe debris and excited air. Spectrographs

suitable for field use are restricted to wavelengths

shorter than about 8000 A by the lack of sensitivity

of photographic films. Films are available that

have 8cmM S0n5itiVityto light of wavelengths as

long as about 1 W, but they are very special emul-

sions that require so much special handling as to

make them essentially unusable in field work. There-

fore, the Subwog has investigatedthe possibility of

designing an optically fast spectrographwhich would

use red/infrared-aensitlveimege intensifiertubes

to overco!mthe sensitivityproblems. Initial s@c -

ificationsdeveloped by DASA are:

Wavelength range, 75OO to ll,~o A

-e spectral range, 15.(xIA (i.e., the wave-
length range cwered in a single exposure)

spectral resolution, 1 A or better

Geom3trtcal aperture, f/10

Effective aperture, including exposure gain
frcm intensifier,f/2

Slit height, 10 ZDSin a st~tic design such
that spatial,resolution in the source is
achteved along the slit

Film width, 70 mns

Tim? resolution (timeto cover the wavelength
range of 15OO A),variable fian 1/50to 1.o sec

Considerabledesign work at EGU (underDASA

contract) and at AWRE led to the conclusionthat

these specificationscould not be satisfiedby any

ismge intensifiertubes for which accurate perform-

ance data could be found. This conclusionhas to be

vague because much of the work on red/infr=ed image

tubes la highly classifled, sensitive,military

17
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defense work, aml we have not been able to obtain

accurate data on the performance of sam? tubes being

developed for military purposes. Consequently,

other designs are being studiedwhich, although they

may not meet all of the DASA specifications,mW

lead to en Instrumentthat is very close to ~etlng

most of them. One such design was presentedby AWRE

at the seventh Subwog meting in October 1968. The

resulting discuaeion led to quaationa about the as-

sumed 8ens.itlvLtiesof film ati photcdetectorawhich

muet be resolved before work can proceed.

Scannios Monochranator. Relatively few detailed

~ctroscopic data am available on the t- depend-

ence of emission fran late tiresdebris and debris-

air mixtures resulting frcm high altitule nuclear

tests. An instrunmt is required which can cover

relatively large wavelengthranges with good spec-

tral resolution,and which haa good sensitivity.

Interferm&ers are not always suitablebecause the

wavelengths of msny lines of interest are not known,

a -~i~ to Me tith.i.nthe free spectral range of

the instrument. spectrographscan have the wave-

length coverage,but the photogra@ic film severely

limits the aeneltivity. Accordingly,an optically

fast, scanningmoncchrmntor with high dlSpSr810n Is

required. Original apecificationeor such an instru-

ment, discuaeed at the fourth Subuog nmeting are:

Aperture, f/1 or better

Dispersion, 5 ~mn

Wavelength range, 2000 to 900C i, selectableby
grating change to attain nxxdmum light flux ef-
ficiency

Scan speed, 1 ~msec to 1 ~m.in

Slitheight, 2 in.minimum

Detectars, S-1, S-19, and S-20 photamil%ipliers
in interchangeablemounts

The ccmensue of the Subwog is that all of these

specification cannot be mst with existing technolo-

gy. The best available design, discussed by W. Wai-

ler of AWRE at the seventh suhw~ nmetlng, is baaed

on a design by Hulthen end Linda in which a plane

mirror i.eused with a plane grating no as to return

the once-diffractedlight to the grating, thue doub-

ling the disperslm. Scanning is also arranged to

meintatn use of the grating at blaze by coupling the

rotatims or the mirror awl ~ting. The AWRE design

would useagratWof8x 10in. ruled area witha

canixa optical ayatem of 8-in. focal.length, giving

f/1 apertura j but, wfih the gratings avail.able, the

di~rsion attaimd ia cmly 18 ~mn. The design al-

lows for eimple interchange of camera mirrors IIO

that the dispersion Is changed to 5 ~nm by changing

the apertium to f/3. This design is being studied

further at AWRE ad will be diacuemd later this

year.

=

A brief eumumry of the atatum (in January 1969)

of the Inatmment developmentsdiscusmd ia as fol-

lows●

10

2.

3.

4.

5.

Model 739 Camera: continuouswriting, rotating

mirror framing camsra, achrauatic over ~- to

9000-~ wavelmgth range, frame rates up to

ab~ 3 x 10s fps with a few miCrOSOcOnd emo-

IIuredurationjpreliminarydeeignim a modific-

ation of Brixner’se Mcdel 7 cannra j achromatic

optical dealgn being done at AWRE and at LASL;

mechanicaldesign tier way at IRL where proto-

type inetrummt will be btiltj present echedule

callIJfor prototype to be flnlehed late in 1969.

Slmr All-sky camera: f/1 aperture, 70-n9nfIlm,

1.6Y field of viewj caumra (ModelPAX-71) is

being built by Paclfh Optical Co. under con-

tract to EGa, Inc., Bedfcd j dellvery expected

by Jhly 1969.

Faat AU-Sky Cenura: must give fmm rates up

to about 1000 fpe on 70-am film; AWSE is test-

ing ● possible lens design with large enough

back focal distance to allow for fast Imaging

and a film tranaport mechaniam.

E 12 Image Converter Cemara: very fact, fram-

ing or streak, framing capability III8 to 10

frwm?M with exposure ●e short aa 10 nsec,

streakcapability la 4 x 8 cm picture at streak

rate as faat ●s 1.5 ns+aec, image retiolutim

at film la 5 line pairs/nnnjcemeras are avail-

able ca!mrcially (tradename Inucca) frcunJohn

Hadland (P.I.), Ltd, Bovingdon, Herts, England.

E 14 me Convartar Caanra: very high spatial

reaolutim, expoaura durationas short●s

O.1 ~secj ground-baaedvernion haa mmluticm

I.lmltedonly by atmoe@eric seeing; airborne

.

.1
.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

version has resolutionabout l/6th of ground

version; AWRE has built single frame prototype

of airborne version called 6 E 14; ground ver-

sion is designed; AWRE4esigned l?E11 image

convertertube does not give required resolu-

tion for exposure times less than 0.5 ~sec;

considerabledoubt about final aucceaa in at-

taining O.lqsec exposures.

E 16 Image IntensifierCamre: f/1.2, uses

RCA 6914 image tube, l.O-in.-dlemcathode,

0.86-in. anode, gives exposure gain of about

60; AWRE hae built two cameras which are on

long term loan to IRL and SandIa Corp.

E 17 Image Converter Cam?ra: continuouswrit-

ing, circular-streakcamera with sweep times of

1 to ko Usec per revoltiionjAWRE has built two

prototype cameras, one on loan to IRL; IRL and

AWRE are making tests; E 17 uses the same image

convertertube as the E 12/~conj future sup-

ply of E 17 cameras till be mde by userj P 856

image tube is sold by English Electric Valve,

Lta.

SFREFS: space resolving, fast framing electro-

graph, f/3, SO ~mm, WOO to 9000 A cwersge on

5-in. film, maximum frm rate is 105 fps with

no dead time between f-s, total number of

frams is 950, space resolution achievedby

means of fiber optics image transfo~r with

100 el-nts: AWRE designed and built Mk I

version to test mechanical and optical design

concepts;Mk II final version with automatic

sequencecontrol system will be finished in the

first half of 1$X59, and will be lent by AWRE to

USA Subwcg participants.

M9 Spectrograph: f/2, 2 to 8 ~mm, 0.01- to

o.I.-Lresolution,wavelength cwerege at least

1.200A at q wavelength in the range 2000 to

~ A, -e is 25 mm diem on 35-mmfilm,

fV+@DS =--q Wd.lable to give few micro-

second exposurestith a few millisecondsbe-

tween frames; two l@s built by Regulus Co., one

is at LASL, the other is DASA property consigned

to B%&.

Scanning Febry-PerotInterferaneter: rigid

mount needed for use in jet aircraft, scanning

rates from 0.01 to 100 sec per order, &ifferent

11.

u!.

13.

sizes needed--frcm1- to 5-in. aperture: AWRE

has designed, built, and tested two prototypes,

one using piezoelectricscanning and the other

magnetostrictive;test results led to design of

2-in.-aperturepiezoelectricinstrumentwhich

will be tested in ~rch 1969 during high altl-

tude Ba release experiments.

X-Ray Grating Spectrograph: succeeds in dif-

fracting x rays of wavelen@hs as short as

0.3 L, usable range is 0.3 to 50 L, effectfve

aperture is f/1000, photographic film is used

as detector; AWRE is building four tid~ntsj

one will be lent to LASL and one to IRL during

spring of 1959; grathgs are very scarce; fu-

ture supply depends on success of Hil.gerand

Watts in learning manufacturingprccess from

the UK National Physical Laboratory.

Near-InfraredSpectrograph: f/10 gecmetric ap-

erture with image intensificationto give ef-

fective f/2 aperture, resolution to be 1 1 or

better, wavelength range 7500 to I.I.,000 L; AWRE

has tentative design, but lack of accurate in-

formationabout suitable infrared image inten-

sifiers rakes success doubtful.

Scamlng Moncchromstor: f/1, 5 ~mm, wavelength

range 2000 to 9QO0 1, scan speeds 1 ~msec to

1 ~min; best design is being studied at AWREj

not all specificationscan be met, e.g. can get

f/1 at 18 ~mm or 5 ~mm at f/3.

FUiVIRESUDWOG W(RK

The inatrumcntdevelopment work already des-

crfbed is a sizable program which will take another

year or two to complete. However, there are other

high altitude test objectives for which little or no

instrumnt development work is being done. For ex-

ample) there seems to be no work under way to develop

field instrumentationfor soft x ray measurements,

and there remain many rccket instrument and technol-

ogy problems In developing ultravioletand vacuum

ultraviolet capbllity. It Is doubtful that the

Subwcg will participate in any of this rocket work

because of the added difficultiesin coordinating

among many I.aboratcrleswhat Is really V-ECULSII~tm-

violet optical physics research. Furthermore,the

interface problems of mating instrument paylcade to
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rocket assembliesrequire so much coord~tion of

exl=rimenterswith rocket engineers as to preclude

involvemmt of more than one or two laboratoriea.

In addition to the deeign and conatmction as-

pects of inetruumt developmentvork there has been,

and will continueto be, considerableeffort in-

volved in adequate teetlng of the finished inetru-

menta. It seems clear frcm a scientificpoint of

view that the testing should be Incorporatedinto

S- experlmentathat will provide not only an as-

se6ement of the Instrumentperformancebut, more ti-

portant, wI.11also produce reaulta which are needed

to increase our underatxuxlingof the many difficult

physics problems of high altituie weapons effects.

MSny such experimentsare difficult and ccmplex and

may require a cooperativeeffort frmn several of the

laboratories;such efforts my well becmx? the pr’J..n-

cipsl function of the Subwcg wfthln a few years.
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APPENDIX B

REFRINl!SOF PUBLICATIONSON AWRE CAMERA DEVELOFMENI

B-1

A. E. Euston, “Some New High Speed Cameras,” reprinted,by

permission, from J. ~otog. Sci. 14, 251 (1%6);—
describes work by AWRE in developing the E 12 and

E 14 C~raS.
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Huston: New High-Speed Cameras

Some New High-Speed Cameras

A. E. HUSTON

A.W.R.E.,Aldermaston, Berks.*

ABSTRACT. By exploiting the possibilities of image converter tubes, sores new high speed cameras have been
developed having advanced performance. These include a simple single frame camera with an exposure time
of 20 nS, a single-frame camera of high resolution and wide spectral range, a streak camera capable of writhrg
speeds up to 4000mm/+., and a framing camera which can operate at speeds from 10$frames/see. to 6.107
frames/see. The basic electrical circuits used in these cameras are described, together with details of their

performance.

INTRODUCTION

I
N many branchesof scientificinvestigation,photo-
graphy can be a powerfulmeasuringtool. Itk

possible to contain a very large amount of information
in a single photographic record, and, furthermore,
this information can usually be obtained with little
or no disturbance to the experiment under investiga-
tion. The need to examine very rapid processes has
led to the establishment of a specialised technology
viz. high-speed photography, and a large proportion
of the effort in this field has been devoted to the
development of a wide range of high-speed cameras.

Most high-speed cameras are entirely mechanical-
optical in their method of operation. Such cameras
employ film transport mechanisms giving either
intermittent or continuous motion, or have a stationary
film with a rotating mirror. Most applications
requiring the use of high-speed cameras are adequately
dealt with by mechanical-optical types, but there are
some fields in which apparatus of this description
exhibits serious shortcomings; these are :–
1. Where single exposures of very short duration are

required.
2. For framing speeds above about 107 per second,

where aperture and resolution of mechanical

“Present address: John Hadland, @.I.) Ltd.,
Newhousc Laboratories, SSovingdon, Herts.

MS. received 28 Demmber 1965.

cameras have to be sacrificed to obtain high time
resolution.

3. For framing speeds in the region of 106per second,
which are unattainable by continuous-motion film
cameras, and require rotating mirror cameras
which, in this speed range, are either inefficient
or unduly large and expensive.

4. Low-light-level applications, where high effective
aperture is essential.

5. Applications where a triggered camera, rather than a
continuously-running one is required e.g., in pro-
jectile photography.
The author has, for some years, been engaged on

the development of the electronic image tube as the
active component in high-speed cameras, and this
device enables cameras which meet the above require-
ments to be designed. A major advantage of the
image tube in this application is its versatility, since
the electron beam may be:—
1., Switched on and off rapidly to act as a shutter.
2. Switched repetitively, and deflected in discrete

steps, forming a framing camera.
3. Deflected continuously across the screen to form

a streak camera.
The efforts made, in the author’s laboratory, to

exploit these features, have resulted in the develop-
ment of a number of single-frame, framing and streak
cameras, and this article describes the present state
of these developments.

.

.

.
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THE IMAGE TUBE AS A SHVI”I’ER
The requirementk simplythattheelectronbeam in

thetubebe allowedtoproceedfrom photocathodeto
screen only for the duration of the exposure desired.
Some tubes designed for shutter operation include
special electrodes intended to act as gating points.
in fact making the tube into a triode. With such
tubes it is possible to gate the electron beam with a
pulse of amplitude, say, 250 volts, but there is con-
siderable disadvantage in that a pulse of almost ideal
shape is essmtial (i.e., the rise and fall times of the
pulse must be very small compared with the total
duration and the top of the pulse must be flat to a high
degree of accuracy). This necessity arises because, for
a given anode voltage, the tube is in correct focus for
one value only of the gating electrode voltage. A
similar probIem arises in the gating of magnetically-
foeussed tubes, where, for a given strength of magnetic
field, a specific E.H.T. voltage is required to give
correct focus.

The problem of producing idealized pulse shapes
becomes increasingly difficult as pulse durations
become shorter, and at A. W. R. E., an alternative
technique has been adopted viz. to apply the whole
tube potential in the form of a pulse. The tube in this
case operates as a diode. It is necessary of course to
generate a pulse of some 15-20kV, but pulse shape is
relatively unimportant since diode tubes may be
designed to maintain focus over a wide range of
applied voltagel.

It is extremely important, in focussed image tubes
used under pulse conditions, that the photocathode is
of high electrical conductivity. In order to obtain

E.,.T.

1 IMAGElUOE

h

sufficient light output from the tube to give a record-
able image on the film, it is necessary to bombard the
screen with a sufficient number of electrons, this num-
ber being substantially constant regardless of exposure
time. The shorter the exposure, however, the greater
is the current associated with this number of electrons
and for exposures in the region of 10 nanoseconds
might be as high as 100 milliamps. If the conducti-
vity of the photocathode is inadequate, a current of
this magnitude causes local variations of cathode
surface potential which leads to distortion of
the electron optics of the tube, in turn leading to
poor resolution and geometrical distortion of the
image on the screen. Experience has shown that a
transparent conducting substrate, with a resistivity
of less than 50 ohms, measured from centre to edge
of the photocstthcde, is highly desirable.

THE SINGLE-FRAME CAMERA
Fig. 1 shows the scheme of a single-frame camera

using a diode image tube. The technique for generat-
ing the high-voltage pulse is very simple, consisting
of a co-axial cable and a triggered spark gap. The
pulse is of amplitude equal to the E.H.T. supply
line, and its duration is determined by the cable
length. The resistor R is made equal to twice the
characteristic impedance of the cable. The switch is a
corona-triggered spark gap2 and has proved to be
very reliable in practice. In the form shown in fig. 1
a trigger puls~ of 200 volts, of either polarity, fires
the switch with the 5/1 step-up pusle transformer
shown. In a more sophisticated design, a 1/1 pulse
transformer is used with a 2-stage amplifier, per-
mitting the switch to be fired from a 10 volt pulse,
the total triggering delay being 65nS and the jitter
time + 2nS.

A number of cameras of this type have been built
using the 6929 image tube*. This tube has a spherical
photocathode surface and a plane screen. Towards
the edge of the field the resolution deteriorates
seriously, and a considerable degree of pin-cushion
distortion is evident. These effects are aggravated
if a standard photographic lens is used for the objec-
tive. The simplest solution is to restrict the area of
photocathode actually used to about 10 mm diameter.
Under these circumstances there is very little pin-
cushion distortion, and loss of resolution at the edge”
of the field is slight. It is also possible to employ
standard objective lenses as the spherical image
surface can be accommodated over this small area.
The resolution per frame width, under pulse cor.-
ditions, is the order of 200-250 line pairs. Fig. 2
shows records of resolution charts (a) the static

F;g. 1. Scheme of single-frame camera. “Manufactured by R.C. A. and Mullard Ltd.
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Fig. 2. Static and 30nS exposures taken with single-frame
camera.

resolution about 35 line pairs/mm, (b) the resolution
when pulsed for 30ns duration, about 22 line pairs/
mm, (c) an image, obtained with ruby laser illuminat-
ion, at 30ns exposure time. In this camera the
image was relayed from the tube screen to the film
by a pair of Canon 50 mm Ml. 2 lenses, mounted
face to face. The objective lens used was an Isco
Westagon 50 mm Y 1.9.

The 6929 tube is normally manufactured with an
S. 1 photocathode and this was in fact the type used
to obtain record 2(c), as the S. 1 cathode has gocd
sensitivity at the ruby laser wavelength. The S. 11
photocathode is more generally useful, and Mullard
Ltd. have supplied samples of the 6929 tube with
S. 11 photocathodcs deposited on highly conducting
substrates.

In the image tube there is an effective light amplifi-
cation, in terms of photons emitted from the screen
compared with photons arriving at the photocathode,
of about 50 times. A large portion of this is lost due
to the relay optics, and in the case of the camera just
described, the photon gain from cathode to film is
about 5 times. The overall effwtive aperture of the
camera, using the J/1. 9 objective lens, is therefore
about f/O”85.

A HIGH-RESOLUTION SINGLE-FRAhlE
CAMERA

For some purposes a much higher order of spatial
resolution is required than is possible with the design
of camera just described. One application requires a
resolution of 1,200 line pairs per frame width with
spectral sensitivity down to 3,(xx)A. This specification
has been met in the E. 14 camera, which is shown in
fig. 3 in diagrammatic form. In order to meet the
resolution requirement, the image tube, type FE. 11,
has spherical cathode and screen surfaces. This has
necessitated special optical systems to match these
curvatures, and their design has been discussed by
Reid8. The objective system is entirely reflecting, as it
is required to be achromatic down to WOOA. It
consists of two Schmidt systems in series, on the
common axis indicated, and forms an image on the
end window of the image tube, which has a radius of
curvature of 44mm. The field diameter at the cathode
is 30mm. The tube magnification is unity and the
screen radius of curvature is 39MM. The copying
system consists of a Dallmeyer Rareac f/2 unity
magnification lens, the image field curvature being
corrected by a fibre optic plate as shown. Initial
samples of the FE.11 tube have an S. 11 photo-
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Fig. 3. Scheme of E./4 camera.

cathode, on a tin oxide conducting substrate, and the
tube is now being manufactured with a cathode
window of Corning 9741 glass, and a metallic con-
ducting substrate, replacing the tin oxide, in order to
extend the spectral range down to 3,000~.

In the E. 14 the effective photon gain from photo-
cathode to film is about unity, so that the overall
camera aperture is equal to that of the objective
system. This is given by the relationship :—

flNo. = ~ x Focal length in ems.

The particular m~del at present under development
has an objective of 80cm focal length and its aperture
is therefore j/20.

MULTI-CHANNEL CAMERAS
A series of single-frame cameras as described above

may be operated in sequence to form, in effect, a
kine camera. An advantage of this technique is that
each exposure, and the interval between exposures,
may be independently adjusted, but, on the other hand,
the separate channels have different lines of sight to
the event being photographed. (This may be avoided,
if necessary, by the use of a beam-splitting objective
system). The multi-channel camera is particularly
advantageous if images of high resolution are required,
as each channel may be designed efficiently without,
for example, the neeessity for packing several images
on the screen of one tube, with consequent limitation
of the available resolution.

Six E. 14 single-frame camera units, for example,
are being built into a single system, entitled the 6E 14
camera. A1l the electronic pulse circuitry is housed
within the camera body, and arrangements have been
made for the exposure duration to be adjustable in
steps from 50nS to 300nS, on each channel indepen-
dently. A separate programming unit supplies
adjustable trigger pulses to enable the individual
channels to be triggered as required.

A SINGLE-TUBE FRAMING CAMERA
In order to operate a single image tube as a framing

camera, it is necessary to :—
1.

2.

Switch the electron beam in the tube on and off
repetitively at the appropriate times to give the
required shutter action.
Deflect the electron beam. suitably synchronized
to the shutter action, to a’ sequenc_e ~f stationary
positions on the screen.

A special image tube has been developed for this
purpose’, and a recent development, known as the
FE9A, is now commercially available.* A new method
of operating the tube as a framing camera has been
devised’,’, and the principle is shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 4.

The image tube has three pairs of defleetor plates
in the electron drift space between anode and screen.

●From 20th Cer ‘ury Electronics Ltd.
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No. I Frames!sec.

‘1 6.10’
I

T 2“107
3 10’

4 2. 10s
105

5.10’

TableI
I t

Size of images Resolution
Exposure time No. of images (mms) ep.lframe

3nS
{

6x6 30x 30
1: 6x3 30X15

10nS I { I 15X15
1: 15X 74

0.2+S I 10 I 14X 14

!E} {i 16X16
16x 8
16x 6

60x60
60X30

200x 200

200 x 200
‘Ooxloo
200x 80

.

These have been designated shutter plates, com-
pensating plates, and shift plates reading from anode
to screen, the titles indicating their function. A
sinusoidal oscillation is applied to the shutter platea
and this sweeps the electron beam over an aperture
in a fixed plate, giving the desired effect of repetitive
shattering. Exposures are obtained when the sinusoid
passes through its zero point, i.e., there are two ex-
posures per cycle. During the “open” period of the
shutter, the image appearing onthescreen is moving,
and, to correct for this, the compensating plates are
employed. Asecond sinusoid, of thesame frequency
andamplitude but of different phase, is applied to the
compensating plates. The effeet is to cancel out the
motion imparted to the electron beam by the shutter
plates, but, by correet choice of the phase difference,
alternate exposures are immobilized by different parts
of the compensating plates waveform, and appear at
different positions on the screen of the tube. In Fig.
4, the exposure given by a b is compensated for by
a’b’, and the exposure cd by c’d’. The mean potentials
of a’b’ and c’d’ are equal but of opposite polarity, so
that images appear on the screen alternately one above
the other. The immobilization of the images is not
perfect, since the shapes of the sections of waveform
a’b’ and c’d’ are not exact replicas of the sections ab
and cd, but it is found to be sufficiently accurate
provided the exposure duration does not exceed one
fifth of the interval between frames.

The oscillations necessary for the shutter operation
are generated by a valve oscillator, which is allowed
to run continuously, so that if nothing further were
done, there would appear on the screen two images,
each of which consists of a continuous train of
superimposed exposures. In order to separate them
tinto a single sequence of discrete images, it is necessary

to deflect the eleetron beam in a direction perpen-
dicular to that caused by the shutter deflections.

The third pair of deflector plates, the shift plates,
enables this separation to be carried out. A stairea.se
waveform is applied, synchronized so that the “steps”
of the staircase occur between exposures, and the
“plateaux” are of sufficient duration to aIlow two
exposures to be completed before the next step.
A shift bias maintains sufficient deflection to keep the
electron beam just off the edge of the tube screen,
until a trigger pulse from the event arrives, when the
staircase waveform generator starts to operate. The
staircase is driven directly from the shutter oscilla-
tion, a technique which ensures the correct phase
relationship.

When the sequence of images is completed, the
E.H.T. supply to the image tube (20,000 volts) is
rapidly removed by triggering a spark gap switch
which effectively short-circuits the high voltage line.
This ensures that, if the event under investigation
is still highly luminous after the last frame has been
recorded, there will be no further excitation of the
image tube phosphor.

There is no difficult problem in coupling optical
systems to the FE9A tube, since both photocathode
and screen have plane surfaces. Standard photo-
graphic objectives may be used to form the primary
image on the 15mm dia. photocathode, and the images
on the screen, which cover an area roughly 80mm by
40mm, are relayed to the final film plane by means of
a Dallmeyer Octac j/ 1.5 80mm focal length copying
lens. The latter is used at unity magnification, so that
its effective aperture is f/3. The effective photon
gain from photocathode to film is about unity,
so that the overall camera aperture can be stated as
that of the objective lens used.
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Fig. 5. The E./2 camera.

Four cameras working on this principle have been
built, and the performances are summarized in Table
I. The cameras have been given the type number E. 12
and are being made commercially available.*

Camera No. 2 operates at the highest speed at
which it is possible to obtain full size images (i.e., at
least 15mm square) and at the same time cover the
full usable width of the tube screen (about 80 mm).
In camera No. 1 a high framing rate of 6”107 per
second has been provided, with an exposure time
of 3nS, by reducing the image size to 6mm square on
the screen, and building a special image tube with the
photocathode area deliberately restricted to give this

“From John Hadland (P.1.) Ltd., and Telford Products Ltd.

size of image. In this way it is possible to obtain
higher effective conductivity to the photocathode
area, and it is possible with this tube to obtain
satisfactory exposures as short as 2nS.

Camera No. 4, which is intended for projectile
photography, has 3 speeds of operation, switch
control being provided.

The general appearance of the E. 12 camera is as
shown in the photograph Fig. 5. The only differenw
between cameras No. 2, 3 and 4 lies in the electronic
unit at the top right hand part of the control panel.
This is a plug-in chassis, so that changes from one
speed of operation” to’ another, may be made simply.
For ~mera No. 1, the fastest version, a special body

has had to be built, and this is not readily inter-
changeable.

.

.
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(b)

Fig. 6. Exploding copper wire. 10nS Exposures at 2. /0~ fromes
per second.
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Fig. 7. Scheme of streok comero. Fig. 8. Streak record, 35nS durotion.
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Typical E. 12 Camera Records
Fig. 6 (a) is a photograph showing the early stages

of the explosion of a copper wire .025MM in diameter,
taken with camera No. 2 i.e., the exposure duration
per frame is 10nS and the interval between frames is
50nS. Frame No. 1 is at the top left-hand corner and
is blank, since the camera started to record before the
wire became luminous. Frame No. 2 is immediately
below No. 1. No. 3 and No. 4 are, respectively the
upper and lower images to the right of Nos. 1 and 2,
the sequence then continuing in like manner. Note
that by arranging for the exploding wire to be slightly
out of the vertical, it is possible to make more effi-
cient use of the screen space available.

In order to determine something of the structure
of the bright bands present in Fig. 6(a), the experi-
ment was repeated with the wire mounted obliquely,
as shown in Fig. 6(b). The synchronization of the
camera was also adjusted to a slightly later time in
the phenomenon. Resolution is of course, adversely
affected, due to optical reasons, and the ends of the
wire are quite out of focus, but in one of the bright
bands an interesting “bracelet” effect can be observed.

A STREAK CAMERA
Image tubes fitted with deflector plate systems may

be used very effectively in streak cameras, and an
efficient and simple system is shown in Fig. 7. The
type FE9A image tube is used. Push-pull triangular
waveforms are generated in a circuit using a spark
gap switch and provide the means of triggered linear
deflection of the electron beam. Capacitors Cl and C2
are of equal capacity. Cl is initially discharged, and
C2 is fully charged. On receipt of a trigger pulse, the
spark gap fires and discharges C2 into Cl, accurate
symmetry being maintained by keeping the point A at a
constant potential by means of capacitor C3. L and R
form a linearizing network. The optical arrangements
are conventional, consisting of an objective lens, prim-
ary slit plane, and relay lens to the tube photocathode.
A pair of Canon 50mm ~/1.2 lenses, mounted face to

face, is used for the relay lens, and the Dallmeyer
Octac 80mm//l. 5 lens is used, as in the E. 12 camera,
to relay the screen image to the film. As in the E. 12,
the overall effective aperture of the camera is that of
the objective lens used.

It is possible to obtain very high writing speeds
with this camera. The scan time, across the tube
face, can be as low as 20nS representing a writing
speed of about 4,000mn~psec. Fig. 8 is a streak
record of 35nS duration. The ilhmination was a
fine spot of light from a spark, and a 250 me/s
calibration deflection was applied to one of the pairs
of deflector plates in the plane perpendicular to the
sweeping deflection. This is an example of a writing
speed of 2,500 mnl/pS.
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A MULTI-FRAME

B-4

IMAGE TUBE CAMERA

A. E. HUSTON

United Kin dom Atomic Energy Authority,
fAtomic Weapons Researeb Estab lshmcnt (A. W. R. E.), Aldermaston, Berkshire, U.K.

[ntrod~ction

The high-speed framing camera is now a well estab-
lished tool for many scientific investigations. A very
wide range of framing speeds is covered by various
oprical-mechanical design viz. intermittent-motion
film, continuous-motion film with optical compensa-
tion, stationary film with rotating mirror, and the
great majority of framing camera applications can be
successfully handled by these varieties of equipment.
There are, however, some fields where merhanical-
optical framing c~mcras exhibit serious shortcomings.
These are:

1. Framing speeds above 107per second, where aper-
ture and resolution of rotating mirror cameras have
to be sacrificed to an unacceptable degree in order
to obtain time resolution.

2.Framing speeds in the region of 10s per second
which are unattainable by continuous-motion film
cameras, and for whids an efficient rotating-mirror
camera would be unduly large and expensive.

3. Low-light-level applications, where very high aper-
ture is essential.

4. Applications where a triggered camera rather than
a continuously-running one is required e. g. in pro-
jectile photography.

An image tube framing camera known as the E. 12
hasbeendesignedwhich meets most of these special
rcquiremenrs.

Principle of the New Camera

An image tube may be used as a framing camera in
dle following way:

1. An image of the phenomenon under investigation
is formed on the photo-cathode of the tube by a
suitable optical system.

2. The electron beam within the tube is switched on
and off repetitively at the appropriate times to give

the required shutter action.

3. The electron beam is deflected, suitably synchronised
to rhe shutter action, to a sequence of stationary
positions on the screen of the tube.

4. The pattern of images thus produced on the screen
is recorded by a stationary camera.

In 1962, at the 6th Congress, an image tube was
described [1] which was being developed by A. E. I.
(Woolwirh) Ltd., under A. W. R. E. sponsorship. A
new method of operating this type of tube has been
devised [2] which enables the functions 2 and 3 above
to be carried out over a wide range of operating speeds
without introducing the distortions and severe losses

of resolution so common with image tube cameras.
The principle of the camera is shown in Fig. 1. An

imageof theeventunderinvestigationisformedby
theobjectivelenson thephoto-cathodeof cheimage
tube.The oxidised antimony -caesium photo-cathode
is 1s mms. in diameter and is deposited on a conduct-

s
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Fig. 1 – Principle of operation of camera.

ing transparent tin oxide layer. The electron beam
is accelerated and focused to tbe fluorescent screen
with a linear magnification of 2 times. In the electron
drift space between anode and screen are fitted three
pairs of deflector plates and the complete action of
switching and deflecting the beam is carried out there-
with.

The switching action is obtained by deflecting the
electron beam across a fixed aperture, using the first
pair of deflector plates, the exposure duration being
fixed by the time taken to do this. During the open
period, of course, the lateral motion of the beam causes
the image appearing on the screen to be smeared in the
direction of the deflection, and the second pair of
deflector plates is used to compensate for this effect
by applying to them the same change in potential but
in opposite polarity. This method of using the first
and second pairs of deflector plates, henceforth desig-
nated “shutter” and “compensating” plates respective-
ly, can give an accurately immobilised image on the
screen.

To. obtain repetitive shattering, a sinusoidal oscilla-
tion is applied to the shutter plates, exposures being
obtained when the sinusoid passes through its zero
point, i. e. there are two exposures per cycle. A second
sinusoid, of rhe same frequency and amplitude but of
differing phase, is applied to the compensating plates.
The phase difference is such that alternate exposures
are immobilised by different parts of the compensat-
ing plates waveform, and appear on the screen of the
tube, alternately one above the other. The immobilisa-
tion of the images is not quite perfect, since the shapes
of the sections of waveform used for compensation,

are not exact replicas of the shutter waveforms, but
it is found to be sufficiently accurate provided the
exposure duration does not exceed one-fifth of the
interval between frames.

The third pair of deflector plates, designated the
“shift” plates, deflects the beam in the plane at right
angles to the shutter and compensating plares. A stair-
case waveform is applied, synchronised so that the
“steps” of the staircase occur between exposures, and
the “plateaus” are of sufficient duration to allow two
exposures to be completed before the next step. A shift
bias maintains sufficient deflection to keep the elec-
tron beam just off the edge of the tube screen, until
a trigger pulse from the event arrives, when the stair-
case generator starts to operate.

The Electronic Circuits

The circuits necessary for generating the two phased
sinusoids and staircase waveform are extremely simple,
and arc shown in skeleton form in Fig. 2. An oscillator
valve VI generates a pushpull output of about 1200

volts R. M. S. amplitude, at a frequency correspond-
ing co one-half of the number of frames per second
required. This output feeds the shutter plates directly.
Another resonant circuit, coupled to the oscillator
tank circuit, supplies the phased output required for
the compensating plates. The correct phase is obtained
by adjustment of tuning and coupling and is remark-
ably stable in operation. A further coupling coil feeds
a signal at the oscillator frequency, in series with a
positivegoing triangular waveform, to the grid of the
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Fig. 2 – Electronic circuits of camera.

intqyatorvalveV2,which is normally biased to cut-
off. vz has equivalent anode and cathode loads and
delivers a push-pull staircase waveform to the shift
plates. The sequence of images is initiated by trigger-
ing the triangular waveform generator, the positive-
going output of which overcomes the cut-off bias on
V2.

When the sequence of images is completed, the
E. H. T. supply to the image tube (20,000 volts) is
rapidly removed by triggering a spark gap switch
effectively short-circuits the high voltage line. This
ensures that, if the event under investigation is still
highly luminous after the sequence of images has been
completed, there will be no further excitation of the
image tube phosphor.

The Camera Performance

Four cameras have been built, all working on this
principle, but with different frame rates, numbers of
frames, erc. The performances are summarised in
Table I.

TABLE I

No,

1

‘r

3

4

Framed
sec.

6.107

2.107

106

10s

<xposure
Time

3 nS

10 nS

0.2 }1s

1 }1s

No. of
Images

6
12

8
16

10

8
16
24

size of
:magm (mms

6X 6
6X 3

15 x 15
15 x 71/

14 x 14

16X 16
16X 8
16X 6

Resolution
Ip/frame

30 x 30
30 x 15

60 X 60
60 X 30

2Cx3x 200

200 x 200

200 x 100
200 X 80

Camera No. 2 operates at the highest speed at which
it is possible to obtain full size images (i. e. at least
IS mms. square), and at the same rime cover the full
usable width of the tube screen (about 75 mms.). The
limitation lies in the inability of the tube photo-
cathode to supply, in less than 10 nanoseconds, suffi-
cient electrons to give a fully recordable image,
without local variations in the photo-cathode surface
potential appearing. Such variations give rise to dis-
tortions in the electron optics of the tube, with atten-
dant distortions of the images on the scrccn. This
problem is, of course, of negligible proportions in
cameras’ Nos. 3 and 4, with their relatively long
exposure rime per frame.

In camera No. 1, an exposure time of 3 ns, m a
framing rate of 6.107 per sec., has been provided, in
spice of this limitation, by reducing the image size to
6 mms. square, and building a special image tube in
which the active area of photo-cathode is only 4 mms.
square. T%US higher effective conductivity to the
photo-cathode surface is obtained.

A Typical Record

Fig. 3 is a photograph showing the early stages of
the explosion of a copper wire 0.25 mms. in diameter,
taken with camera No. 2, i. e. the exposure duration
per frame is 10 ns and the interval between frames
is 50 ns. Frame No. 1 k at the top left hand corner
and is blank, since the camera started to record before
tbe wire became luminous. Frame No. 2 is immediarcly
F.elow No. 1. No. 3 and No. 4 are respectively, the

upper and lower images to the right of Nos. I and ~,
and the sequence continues in the same manner. Note
that by arran8ing for the exploding wire to be slightl “
our of the vertical, it is possible to make more efficien
use of the screen space available.

Fig. 3 – Exploding copper wire 10 ns exposures
at 2.107 frames per second.
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Summary

A new image tube camera has been developed in plane, permits two immobilised images to be obtained
which the interruption of the electron beam, which on the screen. A third deflection, of staircase form,
controls shutter action, is adrieved by deflection of triggered from the event under investigation, enables
the beam, in a sinusoidal manner, over an aperture in a sequence of images to be recorded.
the tube. Another sinusoidal deflection, in the same Four cameras of this design have been built.

On a d4velopp4 une nouvelle camdra i transfor- so’idale, clans le mtme plan, permet d’immobiliser deux

mateur d’image oil I’irtterruption du faisceau 41ectro- images sur l’dcran. Une troisi~me d4flexion, en forme

nique, qui assure l’obturation, est r4alis4e par d4- d’escalier, synchronis4e avec le ph&rom&re &udi4, per-
flexion du faisceau, de mani~re sinusoidal, sur une met d’enregisrrer une s4rie &images.
ouverture dam le tube. Une autre d4flexion sinu- Quatre cam4ras de ce type orrt &4 construites.

Zsssammen/assung

Eine neue Bildwandlerkamera wurde entwickelt, bei Bilder auf dem Sehirm. Eine dritte, stufenformige Ab-

der die Unterbreehung des Elektronenstrahls und da- lenkung, die durcb das zu untersuchende Ereignis aus-

mit die Steuerung des Versrhlusses dureh sinusformige gelost wird, machtesmoglieh, eine Folge von Bildern
Ablenkung iiber eine Blendenoffnung in der Rohre hin aufzuzeichnen.

crzielt wird. Durch eine weitere sinusformige Ablen-
kung in derselben Ebene ergeben sidr zwei ruhende Vier Kameras dieser Art wurden gebaut.

.
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STREAK AND MULTI-CHANNEL PHOTOGRAPHY

USING IMAGE TUBES

A. E. HUSTON

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,
Atomic Weapons Rescurch Establishment (A. W. R. E.), Aldermaston, Berkshire, U. K.

Introduction

A number of workers have published, in recent
years, details of equipments which exploit the possi-
bilities of the single-stage image tube as an active
component in a high-speed camera. Image tubes have
considerable versatility, in that the electron beam may
be: -

1.Switched on and off rapidly to act as a shutter
giving a single exposure.

2. Deflected continuously across the screen to form x
streak camera.

3. Switched repetitively, and deflected in discrete
steps, forming a cin4 camera.

A recent development in category 3 is described by
the author in another paper presented at this Con-

gress [1],and it is the purpose of the present paper to
outline some developments in the application of elec-
trostatically focused tubes in cameras of types 1 and 2.

The [m.zge Tube as a Shutter

The requirement is simply that the electron beam in
the tube be allowed to proceed from photo-cathode to
screen only for the duration of the exposure desired.
Some tubes designed for shutter operation include
special electrodes intended to act as gating points, in
fact making the tube into a triode. With such tubes it

is possible to gate the electron beam with a pulse of
amplitude, say, 250 volts, but there is a considerable
disadvantage in that a pulse of almost ideal shape is
essential (i. e. the rise and fall times of the pulse must
be very small compared with the total duration, and
the top of the pulse must be flat to a high degree of
accuracy). This necessity arises because, for a given
anode voltage, the tube is in correct focus for one
value only of the gating electrode voltage.
A more direct method of pulsing is to apply the

whole tube potential in the form of a pulse. The tube
in this case operates as a diode. The disadvantage of
course is that it is necessary to generate a pulse of
some 15–20 Kv., but, on the other hand, pulse shape
is unimportant, since diode tubes may be designed to
maintain their focus over a wide range of applied
voltage [2]. This method of operation is found to bc
preferable when exposures in the 100 nS region or less
are required.

It is extremely imporrant, in focused image tubes,
that the Dhoto-cathode is of hiirh electrical conduc-,
tivity. In order to obtsin sufficient light output from
the tube to give a recordable image on the film, it is
necessary to bombard the screen with a sufficient
number of electrons, this number being substantially
constant regardless of exposure time. The shorter the
exposure, however, the greater is the current associated
with this number of electrons, and for exposures in
the region of 10 nanoseconds might be as high as
100 milliamps. If the conductivity of the photo-
cathode is inadequate a current of this magnitude
causes local variations of cathode surface potential
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which leads to distortion of the electron optics of the
tube, in turn leading to poor resolution and geomet-
rical distortion of the image on the screen. Experience
has shown that resistivities at least as low as 100 ohms
per square are highly desirable, and transparent con-
ducting substrates to the photo-cathodes must be
provided.

The Sing/e- fr~me Camera

Fig. 1 shows the scheme of a single-fr~me camera
using a diode image tube. The technique for generating
the high-voltage pulse is very simple, consisting of a
co-axial cable and a triggered spark gap. The pulse is
of amplitude equal to the E. H. T. supply line, and its
duration is determined by the cable length. The resis-
tor R matches the characteristic impedance of the
cable. The switch is a corona-triggered spark gap [3]
and has proved to be very reliable in practice. A trig-
ger pulse of 2&l volts, of either polarity, is sufficient
to trigger the switch with the s/1 step-up pulse trans-
former shown. The triggering delay is 65 nS, with a
jitter of + 2 nS.

E.H.T.

A

IMAGITUBE
I

I SOM11 I
Fig. 1- Scheme of single-frame clmcra,

A number of cameras of this type have been built
using the 6929 image tube. This tube has a spherical
photo-cathode surface and a plane screen. Towards
the edge of the field the resolution dererioratcs seri-
ously, and a considerable degree of pin-cushion dis-
tortion is evident. These effects are aggravated if a
standard photographic lens is used for the objective.
The simplest solution is to restrict the area of photo-
cathode actually used to about 10 mms cfiametcr.
Under these circumstances, there is very little ‘pin-
cushion distortion, and loss of resolution at the edge
of the field is slight. It is also possible to employ
standard objective lenses as the spherical image surface
can be accommodated over this small area. The resolu-
tion per frame width, under pulse conditions, is of the
order of 250 line pairs. Fig. 2 shows records of resolu-
tion charts (a) the static resolution, about 35 Iinc
pairs/mm (b) the resolution when puked for 30 nS
duration, about 22 line pairs/mm (c) an image, ob-
tained with ruby laser illumination, at 30 nS exposure
time.

The 6929 tube is normally manufactured with an
S. 1 photo-cathode, and this was in facr the type used
to obtain record 2(c), as the S. 1 cathode has good
sensitivity at the ruby laser wavelength. The camera
has been used by CHRISTIE [4] in his photographic
radar experiments with lasers. For other purposes the
S. 1I photo-cathode is more useful, and Mxllard Ltd.
have supplied samples of the 6929 cube with S. 11
photo-cathodes deposited on highly conducting trans-
p~rcnt substrates.

Mnlti-rhannel Cameras

A series of single-frame cameras, as described above,
may bc operated in sequence to give, in effect, a cin~
camera. The advantage of this teebrrique over the
multiple-frame camera described ii ref. [1] is that
cads exposure, and the interval between exposures,
may be independently adjusted. A disadvantage is that

.

.

.
a b c

Fig. 2- Records taken with single- fr~me camera.
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the separate ebannels have different lines of sight to
the event being photographed, though this may be
overcome, if necessary, by the use of a beamsplitting
system at the objective.

The multi-rhannel camera is particularly advanta-
geous if images of high resolution are required, as each
channel may be designed efficiently without, for ex-
ample, the loss of resolution due to deflection of the
electron beam which occurs in the multiple-frame type
of image tube camera. An advanced multi-channel
design is the A. W. R. E. 6 E. 14 camera which is at

present under development. The image tube, type
F. E. 11 has been specially designed to give 1250 line
pairs per frame width, and this has necessitated spher-
ical cathode and screen surfaces. This in turn has
necessitated special optical systems to match these
curvatures, and their design is discussed in the paper
by REID [5] presented at this Congress. The F. E. 1I
tube operates at 20 KV, and usesa developmentofthe
circuitarrangementshown in Fig.1. The exposure
durationmay bc variedinstepsfromsonS to300nS,
but is normally used at 150nS. Initial samples of the
F. E. 11 tube have an S. 11 photo-cathode, with a tin
oxide transparent conducting substrate, and the next
stage of development is to incorporate a cathode win-
dow material having transmission down to 3000 A.
Finally an S. 20 photo-cathode, having a metallic con-
ducting substrate, is to be used, to extend the spcctml
range to 7SO0 A.

The 6 E. 14 camcm has six complete channels, cad)

with its own objective, image tube, pulse circuitry,
relay optics, and film holder, and a separate pro-
gramming unit supplies adjustable trigger pulses to
enable the individual channels to bc triggeretf as
required.

+[H1

1--1
5MII

JQPt.@&

L-P
‘AA

SM

L!J
C3

-Eil

Fig. 3 - .%heme of streak camera.

Fig. 4- Calibration wave (250 me/s.).

Streak Photography

Image tubes fitted with deflector plate systems may
be used very effectively in streak cameras, and an
efficient and simple system is shown in Fig. 3. The
image tube, Type F. E. 9A ist fitted with three sets of
deflector plates and may also be used in the multiplc-
framc camera (Ref. [1]).The push-pull triangular
waveforms required for linear deflection of the beam
arc generated in a circuit whirls is a combination of
the spark gap switch [3], and a capacitor network, as
used by DEMIDOV et al [6] in an image-tuise streak
camera. Capacitors C 1 and C 2 are of equal capacity.
C 1 is initially discharged, and C 2 is fully charged.
On receipt of a trigger pulse, the spark gap fires and
discharges C 2 into C 1, accurate symmerry being
maintained by keeping the point A at constant poten-
tial by means of the capacitor C 3. L and R form n
linearizing network. The optical arrangements are
conventional, consisting of an objective lens, primary
slit plane, and relay lens to the tube photo-cathode.
A Dallmever Octac 80 mm f/1.5 lens is used to relav.

the screen image to the film plane. This lens operates
at unity magnification so that the effective aperture
at this point is f/3.

Fig. 4 is a streak record of 35 nS duration. The illu-
mination was a fine spot of light from a spark source,
and a 250 mch calibration deflection was applied to
a pair of deflector plates in the plane perpendicular
to the sweeping deflection. This represents a writing
speed of 1200 mm/ys, and there has been no difficulty
in obtaining speeds up to about 2500 mm/ys with the
sysrem.

Ultra-violet Image Tube Camera

A special version of the F. E.9A image tube, known
m the F. E. 14, has been developed for use as a streak
or framing camera in the wavelength range 1800 A to
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FOCUS ELECTRODE *NODE

GRADED SEAL

PHOTOCATHODE A

SURFACE

Ffg.5 - Assembly of cathode end, and objective
lens, of FE.14ultra-violetimagetube.

}OOOA, and the relevant parts of the tube structure
.rre shown in Fig.5. Electron-optically, the tube is
identical with the F. E.9A as depicted in Fig.3, but,
for this wavelength range, it is essential to dispense
with the glass end window of the F. E.!lA tube. Ac-

cordingly, a silica component is used to carry the
photosensitive surface, and is made ptrt of the ob-
jective lens as described in the paper by BROWN [7]

presented at this Congress. The silica is m~tched to
the glass envelope of the tube by means of a graded
seal-in the po;ition shown.
caesium-rcllurium, formed on
ing substrate of nickel. The
about 5°/0.
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Summary

The single-stage, electrostatically -focussed image
tube may be successfully employed as a short-duration
shutter provided the photocathode is capable of sup-

plying adequate current density. Stsch a device has

been developed into a single-frame camera of high
resolution by designing the image tube with spherical
cathode and screen surfaces and evolving special sys-
tems which match these curvatures. The electronic
circuitry is simple. Six of these units have been
mounted together in one assembly, forming a multi-

channel camera. The exposure time is normally set at
150 nS, and the resolution per frame width is 1250
line-pairs.

A fast streak camera has been designed, based on the
FE9A image tube, giving, with a simple electronic
circuit, writing speeds greater than 15w mm/@.. A
special ultra-violet version of the tube carries a cac-
sium-tellurium phorocathode and an integral optical
system.

.

.
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Le transformateur &image & focalisation 41ectro-
statique, A un seul f?tage, peut $tre utilis~ avec succ&
comme obturateur de courte dur+e, pourvu que la
photocathode puisse fournir urte dcnsitd de courant
suffisante.

On a dtvelopp~ un tel dispositif en cam~ra de hautc
resolution A image unique en calculant le tube i image
avec des surfaces de cathode et d’~cran sph4rique et en
concevant des systdmes optiques sp&iaux qui compen-
scnt ces courbures. Le circuit tlcctronique cst simple.

On a asscmb16 six de ces unit& pour obtenir unc
cam&a ~ cannaux multiples. Le tcmps d’exposition cst
normalement fix4 A 150 ns et la r&solution par Iargcur
d’image est 1250 paires de Iigncs.

On a calcu16 une cam~ra ?I fente, i partir du tube k
image F. E. 9A,qui donne, avec un circuit dlcctroniquc
simple, des vitesses de balayage plus grandcs quc
1500 mm/ps. Unc version sptciale du tube pour l’ultra-
violet porte une photocathode c&ium-tellure ct un
syst?me optiquc intigri.

Zusammen~assung

Die einstufige, elektrostatisdr fokussierte Bildrohre
kann erfolgreich als Kurzzeitverschluf3 vcrwendet wcr-
den, falls die Photokathode eine gcniigend hohc
Stromdichtc zu liefern vermag. Eine solchc Anord-
nung wurdc zu einer Einzclbildkamera hohen Auf-
losungsvermogens entwickelt, indem die Bildrohre spha-
rische Kathoden- und Leuchtschirmoberflacben erhielt
und spezielle, an deren Kriimmung angepafkc optische
Systeme entwiekelt wurden. Die elektronische Schal-
tung ist cinfach. Sccbs dieser Einheiten wurden in ciner
Anordnung zusammengefaflt und bilden so tine Viel-

kanalkamera. Die Belichtungszelt ist gcwohnlich auf
150 nscc cingcstellt, und dic Auflosung jc Bild bctriigt
1250 Linienpaarc.

Auf der Grundlagc der Bildrohrc FE 9A wurdc cinc
schnellc Streakkamera entwickclt, dic mit cincr cin-
fachen elcktronischen Anordnung Schrcibgeschwindig-
kcitcn von mehr als 1500 mm/~ec crreicht. Eine be-
sondere Ultraviolett-Ausf uhrung dieser Rohre ist mit
ciner CS-Tc-Photokathodc und fcst cingeftigtcm opti-
schem System vcrsehcn.

.

.
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APPENDIX B-4

C. D. Reid, “Optics For Use With High Definition Ijnege Converter

Tubes Raving Curved End Windows, ” reprinted from

Kurzzei.’tphotmgraphle, pp. 431-4%, by permission of the

publisher; describes AWRE work on the optical design of

the E lb cameras.
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OPTICS FOR USE WITH HIGH DEFINITION IMAGE CONVERTER

TUBES HAVING CURVED END WINDOWS

C. D. REID

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment (A. W. R. E.), Aldermaston, Berkshire, U. K.

Some high-definition image converter tubes recently
developed have strongly-curved cathode and phosphor
end windows. The shapes of the tube ends are dic-
tated by electron-optical requirements; the windows
are spherical and nearly concentric, so that they are
convex outwards. Fig. 1 shows a typical design of
tube: its end windows are 44 mm radius of curvature
for the cathode and 39 mm radius for the phosphor.

Tube ends of these shapes present interesting prob-
lems in the design of suitable camera objective and
copying systems. Fig. 2 shows the required optical
layout. Conventional objectives are apt to produce
field curvatures of the opposite sense, i.e. concave
towards the objective, and this can be corrected only
by putting a lens of the necessary negative power close
to the cathode. Suds an arrangement may well suffer
considerable astigmatism. If the objective is required
to be achromatic over a considerable wavelength range
the difficulties may be too great for conventional
designs to be applicable.

The problems of matching optics to the cathode and
phosphor ends of the image tube possess some similar

—. —

Fig. 2 – High Definition Image Converter Tube.
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Y
OBJECT OBJECTIVE

SYSTEM
PHOTOGRAPHIC

TUBE SYSTEM PLATE

Fig.2 - Scheme of Optics Needed to Work with High Definition Tube.

features, but do not necessarily lead to the same sohs-
tions. This may best be illustrated by stating the
specifications laid down for the camera type 6E.14
described by HUSTON [1] in another paper given at
this Conference. These specifications are:

(a)

(b)

Camera objective. To covera field 3° in diameter,
to work within the wavelength range 3,OOO to
9,OOO A, to present its final image on a cathode
4.Ocm diameter and 4.4cm radius of curvature,
and to yield at least 1200 picture line pairs over
that diameter, finally to work at a relative aper-
ture of f/20.

Copying system. To transfer the image from a

Dhos~hor screen 4.Ocm diameter and 3.9cm radius. .
of curvature on to a flat film, the relative aper-
ture of the system to be not less than f/2. ‘f%e
wavelength range required is restricted by the
phosphor response (Fig. 3).

WAVELENGTH- A —

Fig.3 - Spectral Characteristics of Phosphor.

The Cumeru Objective

After some preliminary studies had shown that con-
ventional optical systems could not be made to meet
the specification, several alternative designs were in-
vestigated, and one variation made.

The basicdesignargument for the objectiveh
simple.Concave mirrorsproduceimage fieldswhish
arecurvedin therightsense,thereforetheimaging
shouldbe adtievedby what isessentiallya reflecting
system.However, an image field3° in extentand
4.ocm actualdiameterimpliesan equivalentfocal
Iengthofabout80cm,hence to obtain both this focal
length and the image field curvature two concaves
will be necessary.

The preliminary form for the design is therefore that
of a Gregoryan telescope, except that the simple
design is not itself sufficiently well corrected to give
an adequate performance over the whole field. At
fields up to about 0.7° diameter a straight-forward
Gregoryan, i. e. paraboloid primary and ellipsoid
secondary, should be acceptable at these apertures,
but the larger field requires an improved arrange-
ment.

If both the primary and secondary mirrors in the
Gregoryan arrangement are replaced by appropriate
Schmidt camera units, the difficulties of obtaining
adequate resolution, field coverage and field curvature
disappear. The primary and secondary sections of the
objective can be made quite highly corrected, the
major ourstanding monochromatic aberration being
astigmatism whidr for 1%0 semi-field is too small to
be troublesome.

Fig. 4 shows the first double-Srhmidt concept, using

refracting corrector plates. The Schmidt sections face
cads other and are co-axial: to allow light to pass each
unit is in fact an off-axis part of a complete camera.
Were it not for the extreme range in wavelengths, this
form of objective should perform moderately well.
However, there appears to be no easy way of achro-
matising a corrector plate sufficiently well to achieve
an adequate performance between 3,OOOand 9,OOOA.
The best that seemed possible did not appear likely
to give more than about 7 line pairs per mm at the
extremes of the wavelength range. Not the least of the
difficulties lay in finding an adequate flint-type
medium transparent at 3,OOO A.

Complete achromatism is arhieved by using reflect-
ing instead of refracting corrector plates, as shown in
Fig. 5. These plates have to be tilted with respect to
the common axis of the two Schmidt camera sections,
but each may be designed independently of the other.
A version of this design has been made and is shown
in Fig. 6. The primary plate is tilted at 7° to the axis,
whilst the secondary is tilted at 10.25°.Theseangles
werechosento bring the entering and imaging beams

.

.
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PRIMARY
IMAGE

7
1S1 CORRECTOR PRIMARY MIRROR

IMAGE
SCHMIDT— SURFACE

AXIS

SECONDARY ‘2ND CORRECTOR
MIRROR

Fig.4 – Arrangement of Double Schmidt Objective with Refracting
Corrector Plates.

*z’DTAX’sF

PRIMARY

-~

MI RR OR- P

2ND-+
CORRECTOR

IMAGE
SURFACE+

Fig.5 – Arrangement of Double Schmidt Objective wich Reflecting
Corrector Places.

Fig. 6
The Doub!c Schmidt Reflecting Objective.

of light as .cIose as possible to paral[el with the axis
without being intercepted by the concave mirrors.

The main difficulty with this form of objective lies
in the mitnufacturc of the corrector plates. However,
these may be made inirialIy as surfaces of revolution,
with some local retouching to remove the astigmatism

cnuscd by tilting. For the particular design made, four
of the first section corrector plates may be ob:ained
from the starting blank, and three of the second sec-
tion, hence the problems of making a series of ob-

jectives are reduced somewhat in severity.

\

Fig.7 shows the image quality achieved with the
first objective made to this design.

Fig.7 - Test Chart Photographed with Double
Schmidt Reflecting Objective.
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PRIMARY (PARABOLOID)

SECONOARY

(ELLIPsOlO)

\

Fig. 8 – Layout of Cruciform Objective.

Several other varieties of reflecting objective have
been proposed. The general form may be modified as
suggested by C. G. WYNNE [2] by setting a small New-
tonian flat mirror at 45° to the axis “of the primary
system. The rcsu[ting layout is thus cruciform (Fig. 8),
and in DR. WYNNE’S proposal consists of a folded
Gregoryan with an aspheric corrector plate set near
the primary image. In direct form, with the smallest
components for a given aperture, this scheme does
not produce suds is compact camera as the double
Srhmidt, but, of course, it may be folded. Alterna-
tively, the relative proportions of the optics may be
rhanged.

A cruciform double Schmidt is also feasible; if
designed with correct tilts on the reflecting corr-ector
plates, the plates may be surfaces of revolution with
compensation for astigmatism.

It is clear, therefore, that a number of designs of
curved field objectives are available for applications
with image tubes. The choice depends on the conditions
of use, e. g., the degree of xhromatisation needed, on
the geometrical layout the camera must conform to,
and also on the difficulty of manufacture. The best
solution for one camera need not be the best for
another.

The Copying System

The best solution of the copying problem is to use
a fibreopric faceplate as the phosphor-carrying tube
end, the interior surface being curved to suit the
electron optics, whilst the outer face is flattened to

A
/

#+

PIERCEO LANE PRIMARY

\ MIRROR

o IMAG ,
—.

TUBE

,& ’:::::cTOR

t4/

SECONOARY
+- PIERCEO PLANE

MIRROR-

[ ,Jiv+-

/

Fig.9 - Double Sehmidt Copying System.

carry the photographic fiIm. No doubt this will be the
method used to fulfil the copying function when tubes
with vacuum tight faceplates become readily avail-
able. Until then, however, rather less elegant methods
are necessary.

Two basic methods are available: onc in which the
field curvature is reduced to zero by a fibrc-optic
pIate, and thcsccondin which icisreduccd optically.
A possible optical method is to use a double .%hmidt

system, as shown in Fig.9. A pair of similar Srhmidt

PHOTOGRAPHIC
FILM

RAREAC FIELD SHAPING
COPYING LENSE FIBRE OPTIC

Fig. 10 – Copying System with Fibre Optic Field Flattener.
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.

cameras are arranged face to face, 45° plane mirrors
being required to make both the phosphor surface and
the final image plane accessible. If the radii of cur-
vature of the Schmidt’s focal surfaces are each twice
that of the tube end, the final image is plane. This
system may be used if tbe tube end is small enough
to keep the obstruction ratio within tolerable limits
(say, 300/0 of area). It cannot be claimed that the
overall effect is elegant, however.

In the model built for the 6E.14 camera, the copy-
ing was achieved using a Dallmeyer Rareac system,
working at f/2, focussing an image of the tube end
on to a Sunbury Glasswork’s solid fibre-optic field
flattener (Fig. 10). Tire photographic film was pressed
up against the flat rear surface of the fibre-optic. This
system yielded a resolution of some 80 line pairs per
mm, and is thus more than adequate for this applica-
tion.

Conclusions

Low aperture objectives fundamentally similar to
the Gregoryan telescope can be designed to yield the
strong negative curvature of image field needed to
cover the cathodes of the high-resolution, curved-end
image converter tubes. Comparatively high-aperture
copying systems may be feasible with a double-Schmidt
system, or with commercially available copying lenses
used in conjunction with fibre-opric field-flatteners.
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Recent designs of high-resolution image converter
tubes have cathode and phosphor tube ends formed as
strongly curved convex menisci. Tire radii of curvature
of these ends are comparable with the diameters of
the tube ends.

This field curvature is too strong for conventional
optics to matrh, and the requirements may be made
more stringent by the need to cover a considerable
range of wavelengths. A recent example is intended to
work between 3000 and 9000 A.

Neither the camera objective nor the copying sys-

tems therefore can use conventional systems.
Some interesting new designs have been proposed.

Reflecting objective systems can be designed to pro-
duce negative field curvature of appropriate strength
coupled with considerable freedom in rhoice of focal
length and, of course, complete achromarism. Copying
systems can also be built as reflectors, although there
may be considerable obstruction by some designs of
image tube, or fibie optics can be used to obtain the
matching between image curvature and photographic
film plane.

R.4um4

Les t+centes r~alisations de tubes convertisseurs
d’image i haute s+solution poss?dent des extr4mit&
cathode et phosphore qui se ps+sentent sous forme de
m4nisques convexes i forte courbure.

Cette courbure de champ est trop importance pour
?tre compens4e avec les syst~mes optiques conven-
tionnels et on peut rendre plus s&2res Ies exigences
en s’astreignant i couvrir un domaine consid.+rable de
longueurs d’onde.

On se propose de travailler sur un exemple entre
3000 et 9000 A. C’cst pourquoi, ni l’objectif de la
cam&a ni Ie syst?me de reproduction ne peuvent faire

appel auxproc4d4s conventionnels.

On a propos~ plusieurs nouvellcs r~alisations int&
ressantes. On peut concevoir des sysr&mes objectifs
rffl.+khissants de fa~on i produire une courbure de
champ m$gative adapt4e quantitativement et dou~
d’une grande libert.4 en ce qui concerne la distance
focale, et, bien s(ir, un achromatisme complet. Les
syst~mes r4producteurs peuvent aussi se construire en
rt!flecteurs, bien que cela prt$sente des difficult% con-
sid&ables du fait de certaines conceptions du tube A
image; ou encore on a la possibilir4 d’utiliser des
fibres optiques en vue d’obtenir la correction entre la
courbure d’image et la plan4it4 du film photogra-
phique.

Zusammenfasswrg

Bei den neu entwiekelten BildwandlerrOhren hoher Diese Bildfeldwolbung ist zu grof3, als da13 sie durch
Auflosungsind Kathode und Abbildungsschirm in der iiblirhe optisrhe Systeme ausgeglicben werden konnte.
Form konvexer Menisken ausgebildet, deren Kriim- Diese Bedingungen konnen noch weiter, durch den be-
mungsradien den Rohrendurrhmessern vergleicbbar notigten weiten spektralen Obertragungsbereich, er-
sind. srhwert werden. Man beabsidstigt neuerdings den Be-
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reirh zwisdren 3000 und 9000 A in einem Beispiel aus-
zunutzen.

Daher konnen weder fitir das Kameraobjektiv nods
fiir die %hirmabbildung ubliehe Systeme verwendet
werden.

Einige interessante neue Methoden haben sidr er-
geben. Zur Erzielung einer ausreichend starken, nega-
tiven Bildfeldw51bung fiir das Aufnahmeobjektiv

konnen Spiegelsysteme verwendet werden, die einen
betradstlic-hen Spielraum in der Wahl der Brennweite
zulassen und vollig achromatisdr sind. Fiir die Schirm-
abbildung konnen ebenfalls Spiegelsysteme verwendet
werden, wenn sieh dabei aueh betrirhdidse Einsehran-
kungen wegen einiger Konstruktionseigensrhaflen der
Wandler ergeben. SrMief31idr kann man die Bildwol-
bung gegenuber der Filmebene noch durds die Ver-
wendung einer Fiberoptic ausgleichen.

DISCUSSION

W. MULLER: Welches ist die wirksame Uffnung der angepaik war. Die Uffnung diirfle bei 1 :3 gelegen
Objektive? haben. Das Auflosungsvermogen war besser, als es die

C. D. REID: 1:20.
damals benutzten Phosphor-Schirme verlangten. Die
Objektive waren ftir den sidmbaren Spektralbereich

W. MULLIR: In Deutschland wurden urn 1942 bei bestimmt. Eines der Objektive ist im Deutsds-Franz6-
Zeiss in Jena Objektive fiir die bei der AEG entwiekel- sischen Institut in St. Louis nods vorhanden. Ids werde
ten Bildwandlerrohrer gebaut, deren Bildfeldkriim- versuchen, im ISL nahere Angaben zu erhalten und
mung der Krtimmung der Kathode des Bildwandlers gegebenenfalk diese Bemerkung erg%szen.

.
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W. A. Wal-ler, “A Framing Drum Spectrograph, ” reprinted
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A FRAMING DRUM SPECTROGRAPH

W. A. WALLER

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,

Atomic Weapons Rescard Establishment (A. W. R. E.), Aldermaston, Berkshire, U. K.

For the photography and spectroscopic measure-
ment of rapidly moving events and expanding light
sources, fast time and high spectral resolution can be
achieved simultaneously, by combining a dispersing
optical system with a high speed camera. In this man-
ner, a time versus wavelength record, o; time-resolved
spectrum of the event can be obtained. If however, in
addition to time and wavelength, spatial resolution
and a continuous access facility are required, that is,
non-synchronisation of the event and camera, the
problem of satisfying all these parameters simultane-
ously becomes increasingly difficult.

A continuous access framing spectrograph is de-
scribed which is capable of photographically recording
spectra, at a frequency of 100,000 frames per second,

in the wavelength range 3000 to 9000 A. The instru-
ment uses an F/3 reflecting optical system, with a 600
Iincs per millimetre plane grating as the dispersing
element, giving a dispersion of so A pcr millimetre.
A resolution of 5 A is obtained over the whole spectral
range being recorded.

To achieve spatial resolution, a multi-& annelled
image transformer, reduces the field of view of the
objective lens to a slit at the entrance to the spectro-
graph.

The Framing Drum Spectrograph consists essentially
of an objective lens and a spectroscopic optical system
recording frames of spectra on a IS inch diameter
drum rotating at 7,000 r. p. m. in a low pressure. The
combined optical system, in conjunction with an image
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movement synchronisation system, produces 900 dis-
crete frames of spectra formed from the spatially
resolved image of an event under investigation. The
frames are recorded on a length of 5 inch wide photo-
graphic film, with a frame interval and exposure time
of 10 microseconds, and a total recording time of
9 milliseconds. The film is held in a darkroom loaded
cassette whids is rigidly mounted on the inside diam-
eter of the rotating drum.

An objective lens, of whirh a range is available,
images the requisite field of view of the event on the
entrance aperture of an optical image transformer.
The transformer is located between the objective lens
and the spectroscopic optical system, and consists of
one hundred coated quartz fibres, earh ZOO microns
in diameter. ‘I%e Flbres are layered and orientated
suds that the fibre ends form a 2 millimetre square

F

Fig. 2 - Optical system of framing spectrograph

APPARENT MOVEMENT
OF SLIT

light receptive area at the entrance end, and a light
emitting slit, 20 millimetres long and one Flbre diam-
eterin width, at the exit end of the transformer. It has
been designed to give maximum displacement along
the length of the exit slit of adjacent fibres at the
entrance end. Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the
image transformer with the square light receptive
area and light emitting dit at the ends.

Figure 2 illustrates the optical system of the spectro-
graph. The multi-ehannelled slit of the image trans-
former acts as the entrance slit of the spectroscopic
optical system, and is followed by a plane folding
mirror (M2) and an off-axis, parabolic collimating
mirror (M 3). ABauscb &Lomb plane grating (G) dis-
perses the collimated light from each of the fibre ends
forming the slit, and a second spherical concave mirror
(M6), with the grating at its centre of curvature,
produces via the plane mirrors (M4) and (M5) a
spectrum at the image of each individual fibre end
along the length of the slit image. A corrector lens is
introduced in the vicinity of the image plane to pro-
duce a flat field on the film. The entrance slit is
rotated slightly about the optical axis of the system to
prevent overlap of the images of the spectra.

Constant optical performance and resolution is ob-
tained over the whole spectral range being recorded.

Discrete frames of the spectra are recorded by in-
troducing an equal and opposite movement of the slit,
as. s~e~ by the collimating mirror, whirh compensates
for the image movement of the photographic film
caused by the drum rotation during recording. 1’heslit
movement is virtual, and is achieved by directing the
emergent light from the multi-channelled slit to the
collimator via a number of reflecting facets as shown
in Fig.3. Ninety of these optically worked surfaces
are equally disposed around the circumference of an
optical polygon. The incident light from the slit is
directed and reflected from each of these polished sur-
faces at the polygon rotates about its vertical axis. The
polygo is driven in synchronism with the recording

!drumt rough alo:l gear ratio.
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Fig.3 - Synchronisation medtanism
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Since the polygon has to rotate continuously at
70,000 r.p. m. it islimitcd insizcto 2.8 inches external
diameter. This means that the width of each facet approx-
imately 2.5 millimetres, which is necessary to maintain
an F/3 aperture at the film. To retain maximum aper-
ture of the light beams being reflected from the facets
of the polygon, and to avoid excessive overlap in time
of the frames being recorded at the film, a geometry
of near normal incidence and reflection at the facets
is essential.This however, has resulted in an additional
reflection at the surface (M 1) of the slit end of the

image transformer to redirect the light bcitm from the
slit and polygon towards the collimating mirror. The
Framing Drum Spectrograph described has been desig-
ned, and is being produced at Aldermaston.

I would like to thank Mr. [. MADDOCK for his en-
couragement and Mr. R. ALLISON for his able assist-
ance during the design and development of the instru-
ment. Acknowledgement is also made to the Director
of the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment for
his permission to publish this paper.

Summary

A continuous access, framing spectrograph capable
of photographically recording spectra of spatially re-
solved images of rapidly moving events and light
sources.

The instrument has a F/3 reflecting optical systcm
and uses a 600 lines/mm plane grating as the dispersing
clcmcnt.

A resolution of 5 A and a dispersion of so A/mm is
expected over the spectral range of 3,OOO A to 9,OOO A
whith is rccordcd on a continuous length of 5“ wide
photographic film. ~c film is held in a darkroom

Ioadcd cassette whidr is rigidly attadscd to the inside
diameter of a 16” diameter rotating drum.

The drum rotating at approximately 7,000 RPM is
synrhroniscd with an optical image movement comp-
ensator, and a recording frequency of 110,000 frames
per second is achieved. A frame is composed of the
spectra of the image of the spatially resolved event.
Spatial resolution is accomplished by means of a fibrc
optic image transformer, the field of view covered by
the objective lens being reduced to a muki-element
array which becomes the entrance slit of the framing
spcct rograph.

Spcctrographe i vucs cindmatographiquc, ?s cntrde
continue, capable d’enregistrer par photographic lcs
spcctres des images s6par4es, spatialement, d’objets ct
dc sources lumincuses en mouvcment rapide.

L’instrument poss?de un syst?me optique par rt-
flcxion A F/3 ct utilise un r&cau plan dc 600 traits/
mm commc $b$ment dispcrsif.

On pcut csp&er une rc%olution de s A ct unc dis-
persion de 50 A/mm clans Ie domaine spectral 30CKIA
k 9000A enrcgistrt$ sur un film de s pouces dc large.
Le film se trouvc clans une cassette, chargde clans une
drambre noire, ct il est attaefvf rigidement 1 la paroi

intcrnc d’un tambotsr tournant ~e 16 pouccs dc dia-
mbcre.

Le tambour qui tournc ?s environ 700 dmin cst
synehronis~ avec un compensateur optique du mouvc-
mcnt de I’image, et on arrive i enregistrer 110000
vues par seconde. Une vuc est cnti~rement constituic
par le spectre de I’image de I’objet r&olu spatialc-
ment. La r&olution spatiale est obtenue au moyen
d’un transformateur d’images A fibrcs optiques, Ic
champ couvert par l’objectif itant rc!duit i un disposi-
tif comprenant plusieurs tldments. Cc champ constitue
ainsi la fente d’entrte du spectrograph J vues cirv$-
matographiques.

Zusammcn/assmrg

Es wird cin ununtcrbrochen aufnahmebcreitcr Bild-
rcihenspekrrograph beschriebcn, in dem zuerst einc
raumlich zerlegte Abbildung der untcrsudsten sich
sdrnell bewcgenden Vorgange oder Litkttquellen her-
gcstellt wird und dann die Spektren der eirwclrtcn Bi[d-
clcmentc photographisch registricrt werden.

Dm Gerat besitzt eine f/3-Spiegeloptik untf vcr-
wendet ein cbenes Stricbgitter mit 600 Linien/mm als
dispcrgierendcs Element. Ein Auflosungsvermogen von
5 A und einc Dispersion von 50 A/mm wird uber den
Spcktralbcreich von 3000-9000 A erwartet. Dieser Bc-
rcieh wird zusammcnhangend auf einem 12,5 cm brci-
wn Film rcgistriert. Der Film liegt in einer im Dunkel-
raum geladcnen Kassette, die fest an den inneren Um-

fang einer Drehtrommel mit 40 cm Durdrmesser angc-
bradrt wird.

Dic mit 7000 Umdrehungcn/min rotiercnde Trom-
mel ist syncbronisiert mit cinem die Bildbcwcgung op-
tisch ausgleichenden Element. Als Aufnahmefrcqucn-
zen werden 110000 Bilder/sec crreicht. Jcdes Biltl
sctzt sich zusammen aus den Spektren der Bildelemcntc
der raumlich aufgelosten Abbildung des untersuchtcn
Vorgangs. Die raumlirhe Auflosung wird in eincm
Fascroptik-Bildtransformator erreicbt, durch dcn das
vom Objektiv erfa~te Gesichtsfeld in eine Vielzahl
einzelncr Elemente zerlegt wird, die dann in Iincarer
Anordnung den Eingangsspalt des Bildreihcnspektro-
graphen bilden.
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